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Presidents Report

Len Drabble

We have had an eventful year. We have done a lot of work at CAA and
Government level to protect your existing rights to ﬂy RC aircraft at
registered club ﬂying sites. This, is as well as dealing with the media
and Govt hysteria over supposed drone incidents both here and
overseas. We have, for the ﬁrst time as an organisation, made press
releases regarding these matters, which is front footing the issue,
instead of waiting for the inevitable misreporting of facts surrounding
the incidents. This has lead to Jonathan Shorer being rung for
interviews by news media organisations, as an expert opinion on the
facts. This has lifted our proﬁle as a credible organization. This is worth
gold when trying to help legislators make the right decisions to help
protect the hobby going forward.
The Nationals at Waharoa were again well attended and the weather
played its’ part, with all sectors having completed their competitions
without interruption. My wife and I were on site for 10 days to help
Steve Warner, the Nats manager do what was required. We have had
some very positive feedback about trying to get more social activity
injected during the event. I realize this is hard as most have events
running every day and there is real pressure on the evening slots to
accommodate this. One standout event this year was the dinner that
we held in the hangar on site. This helped us present Brian Howser
with his Hall of Fame award, which he had no idea was coming. A big
thank you to his wife who proved to be a very sneaky individual in
getting him there and his, just as sneaky, mates who were prepared to
kidnap him if it was required. A very big thanks to Steve Warner for
putting his hand up to run the event. It is a big task, and Steve’s
enthusiasm for any thing to do with MFNZ is infectious and to be
congratulated.

While competing in Adelaide in March, I had a meeting with Neil Tank
the President of our Australian counter part organisation MAAA . We
had a long discussion about issues facing both our organizations and
we now correspond frequently to share info on what is happening with
each of our respective organisations. I have invited Neil and his
Secretary to attend our Nationals at Carterton which they have
accepted so we will identify them to you as the Nats progress so please
make them welcome. Whilst on holiday in England, Jonathan has met
with the CEO of the British Model Flying Association. In these times of
changing regulations, we gain a lot from exchanging ideas and
information with overseas organisations.
Again, a plea for clubs and members to obey your club rules re safety
as we have had a number of insurance claims for third party damage to
other full size aircraft and vehicles. This year, some of the incidents
could, I believe, have been avoided with a bit more care about where
we ﬂy in regard to other hazards. Claims put more pressure on the
premium going up and it is unlikely we will ever get a reduction in fees.
Finally thank you to those of you who either ring me directly or email
your concerns, problems or just to thank us for the work we do. Wishing
you all a productive year of ﬂying, building, competing or just talking.

The Council have worked hard this year to modernise our accounting
system in order to have accurate real time information that enables us
to budget accurately. This has been a tireless job by our treasurer Fran
Roulston, who managed all this with a new baby. Also, Paul Clegg our
administrator has greatly improved our database. Finally, we have
accurate, real time information on our membership. Also, his work on
our Xero accounting package, which has been stellar. This has
enabled our organization to become more professional in its methods
and systems going forward. Also, a big thank to Jonathan Shorer who
is a critical part of both these processes.
We were a large part of the Wings over Wiararapa air show as an
organization this year and we put 100’s of hours of time and resources
into this event. This has given us a high proﬁle within the aviation
industry as well as with the over 4000 school children who attended the
STEMs programme. This is the pathways into a career in aviation
program run by the Wings Trust. Thank you to all the people who gave
up their time to help run the site.
I am deep into planning the Nationals in Carterton as I write this. My
objective is to give more of the diﬀerent disciplines a chance to interact
socially. As our ﬁrst day’s competition is New Year’s eve, I am planning
a spit roast dinner at 6.00pm at the Headquarters followed by the Aggie
competition at 8.00pm. Then, back to headquarters for a movie night
from 9.00pm till midnight. I am intending to put on some night ﬂying
helicopter demos towards midnight out in the main camp area. As well,
I hope the start up and run of a full size jet engine owned by Rene
Redmond.
We are trying our best to get Jets and Helis back participating in the
Nats and I am in discussions to try to achieve this. As we are ﬁnishing
on the Saturday this time around, it will give you a chance to stay for the
prize giving and travel home on the Sunday.
We will have some personnel changes coming shortly with some new
Council faces as some others move. My thanks to those who have
stood up and my gratitude to those who have stood down, your eﬀorts
are appreciated.
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Council Report

Jonathan Shorer

We are now deep into winter and as this magazine lands in your letter
box, spring will be nearly here. There have been quite a few weekends
when it hasn’t been great ﬂying weather so hopefully there has been
plenty of building activity going on. Whether it is gluing bits of wood
together or programming the latest electronic gadgets, there is a wide
spectrum of things to keep us amused. And of course, there are always
new things to tempt the wallet from tools to telemetry, there is no end to
the “must haves” that can ﬁnd their way into the workshop.

whether 18 years old was the appropriate age for the change from
Junior to Senior membership.

In the last issue, we made a bit of a point about Safety. In this issue,
John Issit has shared the experience of being hit in the side of the head
by a model landing dead stick aiming for the runway but hitting a pilot in
the box. The picture of his injuries is a graphic reminder of how things
can go wrong. There are some clear lessons to be learned from this
incident when even, with everyone following the rules, an accident can
happen.

Overall Budget

•
•
•

If you loose power on takeoﬀ, unless you have got to circuit height,
the best solution is to ﬂy straight ahead and land into wind.
It is always better to risk damaging a model than to risk injury to
people.
Pilots standing in the box should not be on the edge of the runway.
We are going to amend the guideline template to place the front
edge of the pilot box 5 metres back from the runway edge.

As an aside to this, we have become aware of trainees and proﬁcient
pilots standing behind their models to take oﬀ. This is an easy way to
teach beginners how to steer but the practice should have gone by the
time that “Wings” is taken. The reason for pilots to be able to take oﬀ
from the pilot box is to keep them out of harm’s way. Too often, the
excitement of takeoﬀ leaves the pilot standing in the middle of the
runway, blocking it for both routine and urgent landings.
Still on the theme of safety is damage to property resulting from out of
control models. The most frequent victims are our cars. Historically, we
have about 1 claim each year with a value of around $1000. In this last
year we have had 4 claims, two of which were over $5000. None of
them have been due to equipment failure but all to loss of control.
There are two things that we can do to ﬂy more safely:
•
•

Don’t ﬂy where control might be an issue, such as very windy,
through the sun, at extreme range.
Don’t ever overﬂy the car park, the clubhouse or other buildings.

Insurance

Also raised at the AGM was the question of how to explain to members
that the MFNZ Insurance policy was worthwhile compared to using
one Home and Contents policy. The MFNZ policy is actually a
comprehensive suite of polices that provides a much wider level of
cover that a Home and Contents policy. As well as providing for Third
party damage it covers such items as Legal liability protection of the
Council and Club Oﬃcers. The four policies comprising the cover are
Material Damage & Business Interruption, Professional Indemnity,
Legal Defence costs and Legal Edge Liability. It was suggested that the
policy be re-deﬁned to only cover ﬂying from registered sites but this
was felt to be a backwards step and unnecessary since all recent
claims had come from club’s registered sites. It was also questioned
whether our cover extended overseas and the answer is yes, we have
General/Public liability cover worldwide.

Subscriptions

At the AGM, a comment was raised from the ﬂoor that the diﬀerential
between Senior membership and Family membership of $5 was too
small. It was voiced that this should be increased to $20. After some
discussion, it was decided not to make a quick decision but to examine
the numbers and look at the possible consequences of such a change.
The policy has been in existence for many years to encourage the
entrance of Junior members into the Association without too much
ﬁnancial penalty for the parent. Council also undertook to re-examine
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Budget

Below is the budget that we work with. Not every income and
expenditure will match our predictions exactly but we aim to manage
the funds as carefully as we can and look forward to being able to put
something back into our reserves after some tough years.
Budget Summary
Model Flying New Zealand
April 2019 to March 2021
Account

This year

Next year

Income
Interest Income
Membership Dues
MFW-Advertising Income
Sales- Wings badges
Total Income

$4,000.00
$139,000.00
$4,800.00
$1,000.00
$148,800.00

$6,000.00
$155,000.00
$4,800.00
$1,000.00
$166,800.00

Less Cost of Sales
MFW-Advertising Manager
MFW-Editor
MFW-Postage
MFW-Production costs
Purchases - Wings Badges
Total Cost of Sales

$1,028.00
$3,188.00
$6,000.00
$26,000.00
$800.00
$37,016.00

$1,028.00
$3,188.00
$6,000.00
$28,000.00
$800.00
$39,016.00

$111,784.00

$127,784.00

Gross Proﬁt

Other Income
Nationals Surplus
$500.00
Other - NZ Aviation Federation $1,800.00
Total Other Income
$2,300.00
Less Operating Expenses
Software
Accounting / Audit
Council Expenses
Council Meetingstravel,accom,venue costs
Grants Other
Grants to SIGs
Promotions and Publicity
Total Operating Expenses

$2,000.00
$1,800.00
$3,800.00

$700.00
$1,600.00
$3,600.00

$700.00
$1,600.00
$3,600.00

$3,000.00
$0.00
$14,000.00
$2,000.00
$24,900.00

$3,000.00
$5,000.00
$10,000.00
$2,000.00
$25,900.00

$20,670.00
$0.00
$350.00
$1,500.00
$2,580.00
$600.00
$20,004.00
$39,000.00
$0.00
$900.00
$620.00
$500.00
$325.00
$2,668.00
$89,717.00

$24,000.00
$500.00
$350.00
$1,500.00
$2,500.00
$1,500.00
$20,004.00
$41,000.00
$1,000.00
$3,000.00
$960.00
$500.00
$325.00
$2,768.00
$99,907.00

Total Expenses

$114,617.00

$125,807.00

Net Proﬁt

-$533.00

$5,777.00

Less Overheads
Administrator
Asset Write-oﬀ
Bank Fees
Depreciation
F.A.I.Subscriptions
General Expenses
Honorarium
Insurance
Legal expenses
Oﬃce Expenses
Postage & Courier
Repairs and Maintenance
Subscriptions
Website and Internet
Total Overheads
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External Aﬀairs
Jonathan Shorer

It is very easy to go to the club ﬁeld each week and just ﬂy your model
aeroplane. The sky remains blue and uncluttered. Sometimes it is
windy or rainy but, generally things pretty much go on the way that they
always have. You might come to the conclusion that nothing much is
happening and therefore nothing is likely to change.
Down in Wellington, we have the CAA, the Ministry of Transport and
the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment who have a
diﬀerent view. They see the commercial use of Unmanned Aircraft as a
big money spinner for New Zealand and recreational RPAS as a bit of a
menace. Elsewhere our air traﬃc control body, Airways, see the future
as an opportunity to provide greater revenue earning services. The
Airports authority and the airlines see RPAS as a threat to their
operations.
In June, the Transport Minister, Phil Twyford made a media release
saying that there are 77,000 unmanned aircraft users in New Zealand
and then rolled out new ideas focused solely on the handful of
commercial operators. This is a new number, straight out of left ﬁeld.
The last time that CAA played “guess the number” they came to the
conclusion it was 300,000. Now, a new group of consultants have lost
223,000 drones but won’t tell us how they did it.
The question for us centres around, “will any new regulations aﬀect the
ﬂying of model aircraft”.

I’m hopeful that the Government bods will be as good as their word.
They have repeatedly said that they recognise that model aircraft are
not drones and we are very high on their list for the next round of
stakeholder consultations. They may even have occurred by the time
this magazine is published. Our standpoint is that a model aircraft
ﬂown by a member of MFNZ who understands the rules and has a
level of airmanship competency is quite diﬀerent from a recreational
drone owned by a casual purchaser from a high street retailer.
Overseas, in both Australia and UK, it seems that the authorities are
beginning to realise that their plans are more complex than they ﬁrst
thought. Implementation deadlines are being pushed back. It is
becoming clear that whilst it is easy to roll out a registration system,
making sure that it is complied with is quite another. We have the very
unwelcome prospect of some factions using unmanned aircraft for
illegal purposes. They are titled deliberate disruptors by the
authorities. Our campaign is to get the authorities to develop means to
stop this behaviour. Simply placing additional administrative burdens
on safe and legal model aircraft ﬂying operations makes no
contribution to the ﬁght against disruption.
We ﬁghting hard for your right to continue to ﬂy the way you always
have done. To that extent, no news is good news.

Here’s a list that celebrates folks that have put in the hard yards and attained the necessary skill and knowledge to successfully complete a MFNZ
Wings Qualiﬁcation since the last magazine.
Gary Wilson
Gary Wilson
Brian Short
Bruce Devine
Kieran Smith-Pilling
Gareth Butcher
Ian Matheson
Colin Peard
Dorian Darby
Bill Roydhouse
Brent Stiver
Robert Lockyer
Micheal Luke
Terence Rodgers
Aled Jones
Andrew Gibbs
Jeremy Yeats
Raven Koertzen
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Ashhurst Model Fliers
Ashhurst Model Fliers
Gisborne MAC
Gisborne M AC
Hibiscus Coast Radio Fliers
Highbrook Aero Modellers
Kapiti Aeromodellers Club
Levin MAC
Matamata-Piako M A C
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Nelson Model Aero Club
Nelson Model Aero Club
North Shore M A C
North Shore M A C
North Shore M A C
North Shore M A C

FPV
Multi Rotor
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Advanced Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Helicopter
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power

Steve Horne
Andrew Dittmer
James Burnside
Tama Randell
Bruce Simmons
Colin Teasdale
Russell Gulliver
David Grayson
Malcolm Stewart
Ernest Theedom
Kevin MacKenzie
Kevin MacKenzie
John Matchett
Merv Dodunski
Chris Knapp
Paul Dalton
Wayne Webb

North Shore M A C
Palmerston North Aeroneers
Palmerston North Aeroneers
Palmerston North Aeroneers
Rotorua M A C
Rotorua M A C
Rotorua M A C
Taupo Model Fliers
Tauranga M A C
Wairarapa M A C
Wellington M A C
Wellington M A C
West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
Whakatane M AC
Whangarei M AC
Whangarei MAC
Whangarei MA C

Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Glider
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Helicopter
FPV
Multi Rotor
Basic Power
Basic Power
Advanced Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
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Incident Report

Plane Crash

On the 28th April 2019,
I survived a plane crash,
well not a real one,
but a model plane cra
sh.
Nothing unusual there
you say and normally
I
would agree with you. Aft
er all if you don’t want
to crash a plane, then don
’t ﬂy it.

But this story is a wee
bit diﬀerent in that a
plane crashed into me,
knocking me unconscious
and necessitating a sta
y in hospital following
an operation.
I ﬂy with the Christchu
rch Radio Fliers Club at
a
ﬁeld at Burnham. I hav
e been ﬂying for over
30
years and I would hat
e to count the number
of
planes that I have des
troyed over that time
period.
The day started oﬀ wit
h a bit of a working bee
tiding up some freshl
y laid shingle on our
vehicle access way.
Then with the wind
strengthening and swi
nging more towards the
north west, we headed
to the pits for a ﬂy. The
runway at our ﬁeld runs
north east – south west.
(In Canterbury the pre
vailing wind is from the
north east). At our ﬁel
d there is a pilot’s box
on the south eastern sid
e of the runway. The box
is made up of three interl
inked iron gates with a
wire mesh wired to the fra
me.

The wind strength had
built up to be between
24
and 29 km/h. Too strong
for most foamie’s so the
plane of choice was a
methanol powered plane
with a .46 sized motor.
It was also looking as
if this would be the las
t opportunity for a ﬂy
as
the forecast was for
strengthening westerly
wind.
Three of us pilots wer
e ﬂying similar .46 siz
ed
planes while the forth
was ﬂying a foamie Wil
ga
which was just holding
its own into wind. Each
of
us were concentrating
on our own plane as the
y
were getting tossed aro
und a bit. Also the ﬂig
ht
parallel to the runway
needed a bit of yaw inp
ut
to keep them on line.

A ﬁfth pilot turned up
and asked if he could hav
e
clearance to take oﬀ.
(This is our maximum
number of pilots allowe
d on our ﬂight line). The
ﬁfth pilot was also
ﬂying a .46 sized pla
ne
weighing 2 kg. Once per
mission was given for
take-oﬀ he proceeded
to take oﬀ and starte
d
making his climbing lef
t hand turn when his
engine died. He called
a ‘dead stick’ and
continued the turn to ﬂy
down wind, then when he
was opposite or slight
ly south west of the
pilots box, turned base
leg towards the runway.
This is where things get
a bit more interesting
as I had heard the call
for a dead stick landin
g.
At this stage I was loo
king at my own plane as
I
had just ﬂown the length
of the runway into wind
and was climbing and tur
ning to the left with the
other two methanol pow
ered planes in close
proximity. I was lookin
g to the right.

Next thing I was lying
face down on the ground
facing away from the run
way, struggling to get
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back onto my feet to sav
e my plane. I couldn’t
work out why I couldn’t
see out of my left eye
and couldn’t work out why
there was all this
blood on my jeans. I though
t that I had fainted.
I thought that I must hav
e banged my head on the
ground when I fainted, hen
ce the blood.

Someone was putting a pad
over my eye and left
cheek, then wrapping my
head with a bandage. At
this stage I realised tha
t I must have crashed
my plane so I gave up the
eﬀort of getting to my
feet.
Once bandaged and wit
h people in
attendance I went back
to the smoko room to
organise a ride back hom
e. I needed to contact
my boss as I had a work tru
ck with me as I was ‘on
call’. The vehicle has equ
ipment inside that is
probably valued at three
times the new price of
the truck, but the most
important thing was to
transfer the ‘on call’ to
someone else.
I also phoned my wife to
come and pick me up. I
sat in the smoko room
and had a couple of
Panadols washed down wit
h a cup of tea. At this
stage I still didn’t rea
lise that I had been hit
by the plane that was com
ing in to land with the
‘dead stick’. I also did
n’t realise the extent
of the injuries believing
that I only had a cut
to my face. I certai
nly didn’t need an
ambulance.
Approximately 50 minutes
later my boss, then my
wife and daughter arrive
d at the ﬁeld within
seconds of each other and
I was on the way to
‘after hours’ to get a few
stitches. My daughter
phoned ahead and as a
result of the phone
conversation we were red
irected to the public
hospital arriving there
at approximately 11:30
am.
Nine hours later I was
allowed home as they
didn’t think I needed an
emergency operation,
which was to come 10
days later once the
swe lli ng had gon e
dow n.
I rec eiv ed
approximately 24 stitches
to my cheek and ear.
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MFNZ Insurance – Premier
cover from Vero including
$10 Million public liability.

MEMBERSHIP
Why Join or Renew ?
Get all this for
24 cents per day!

Every day of the year
working to protect and
enhance aeromodelling in
New Zealand.
Members Website, the
place to go for all of your
aeromodelling information.

There is strength in numbers, make sure that your club
is bigger and better in 2019.

t
John Isit

Wings Achievement
Scheme, dedicated to
improving standards and
Safety.
Large Model Scheme,
recognised by CAA for safe
operation of models
up to100kg.
Model Flying World, 60
pages packed with
information about events
and projects.

www.modelflyingnz.org
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Gary Lance Burrows, as a young man seems to
have been interested in Hockey, Fly ﬁshing for
trout
And aeroplanes large and small
While he has now passed the age of hockey
playing and for some strange reason, gave up
the trout ﬁshing, He has retained his interest in
aviation. He has earned his living by working for
National Airways Corporation and latterly, Air
New Zealand reaching retirement age some
years ago.
He is a life member of the Christchurch Model
Aero Club and is the TORQUE editor (club
monthly magazine) and has been for many
years.
him to the Hall of Fame and has the good
will of the remaining committee members.

Gary has been the recording oﬃcer for the club for as
long as can be remembered and is currently on the
Vintage SIG a very active group covering a large ﬁeld of
interest

In New Zealand we have the decentralised
program which compliments the shape of
the country ie long and thin and most clubs
will organise their competition program for
the year, each year.

He has attended the national champs in Hamilton,
Fielding, Christchurch, Kirwee, and Methven to compete
in freeﬂight and Indoor events. While in attendance, has
often been the editor for the “ﬂypaper” daily results sheet.

The Christchurch club (CMAC) has always based it’s yearly program
on the National decentralised plus it’s own internal competitions.

Gary was a member of the committee formed to run the “Trans Tasman
R/C event” and from the proceeds of that event he designed and built
the “CIRRUS TROPHY” to be competed for each year in June This is
an Inter club event .

Gary has been the torque editor and publisher for many years and is
responsible for the competition program each month and it is
interesting to note that the Christchurch club has been champion club
for at least the last 10 years , solely due to Gary’s administration.

In times past , The “1970’s” Gary was the producer of the “ SIN”
magazine “South Island News” with Paul Lagan the editor. This was a
world wide magazine of signiﬁcant note, Now no longer in print.

The club has a debt of gratitude to Gary and his elevation to the hall of
fame will go some way towards repayment

Gary, is currently a CMAC committee member and has been for many
years, He has been excluded from knowing of the move to nominate

John Ensoll

LARGE
LARGE MODEL EVENTS
Taupo Model Fliers

14th
14th &
& 15th
15th September
September 2019
2019
Alex
Alex Brodie
Brodie

brodieana@hotmail.com
brodieana@hotmail.com

New Plymouth MAC
9th
9th &
& 10th
10th November
November 2019
2019
Steve
Steve Blackman
Blackman
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shb@xtra.co.nz
shb@xtra.co.nz

Non- members and
turbine powered
aircraft are welcome.
Event Fees are:
Members $10
Non-members $20.
Model Flying World

Bird Dog
& 140 for
Kit Scale
By an arrangement with
Andrew Darby of VMC in the
UK, these two scale subjects
are available as kits for those
starting in Kit Scale or simply
wishing to build them. At this
stage it is hoped that the
models will be entered in Kit
Scale at Morrinsville and also
at the Carterton Nationals at
the end of the year. If you would
like a kit, please contact Ricky
Bould. His email is unimec
1994@gmail.com.
The intent of the Kit Scale class
is to oﬀer an easy class to ﬂyers
who may not wish to build the
developed and detailed
models required by existing
free ﬂight scale rules. In
essence, any small scale free
ﬂight model originally oﬀered
as a commercial kit qualiﬁes. This brings in the older ﬁfties and sixties
designs you have always wanted to build like those produced by Keil
Kraft, Veron, SIG, Peck, Skyleader, Modelair, Airsail, and others
currently in production like those from VMC. The spirit of the class is
that you build as close to the original plan as possible. Deviations are
penalised. As we get requests for the kit scale rules, here they are
again.

Kit Scale Rules
*
*
*
*
*
*

The maximum weight is150g (including motor).
There are no wingspan limitations.
The model may be powered by rubber, CO2 or electric.
Models may be built from kit parts or the builder’s own wood but
the kit plan must be provided as authentication.
The only modiﬁcations permitted (without marks penalty) from the
original kit are those associated with ﬁtting an alternative power
source, a replacement propeller (including for rubber) and wheels.
Wings may be removable for transporting models.

The documentation required is either:
(a) the original (or photocopy) plan from which the model was built
and
(b) a photograph, or painting (eg box art) of either the actual full-size
aircraft modelled or another of the same type to authenticate the
colour scheme and markings.
The minimum flight time is 10 seconds.

Static - merit points
• Up to 20 5 points for each detail up to 20 points.
Static - de-merit points
Models with coloured tissue ﬁnish, and with painted, printed, transfer
= None
or tissue markings.
Fully painted models
= - 5 marks
Each signiﬁcant deviation from the original kit plan other than those
permitted above, eg increased dihedral, separate control surfaces
where these are not shown on the plan etc
= - 5 marks
No building plan provided
= - 30 marks
Flying - Marking
• Up to 10 Take-oﬀ (optional),
• Up to 10 initial climb,
• Up to 10 descent
• Up to 10 landing approach,
• Up to 10 quality of Landing
• Up to 10 Realism in ﬁght (speed, ‘sit’, stability and character).
The total score will be the aggregate of the static mark and ﬂight score.

Stan Mauger

Static - Marking
Points will be awarded as follows:
• Up to 40 for the quality of workmanship and character of the model.
• Up to 20 for authenticity of colour scheme and accuracy of
Markings.

September 2019
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Steve Wilson
FirebrandAeroRC

Introduction

Firstly, disclosure of interest - I am a fan of Legacy Aviation
ARF’s! Legacy Aviation ARF’s are from Extreme Flight and
are purpose built for electric set ups. FirebrandAeroRC
stocks a number of Legacy models so it would not be
unreasonable to question my objectivity in writing this
review. Understood, so if you are interested Legacy ARF’s
and would like to speak to an existing owner just let me
know.
In my observation Legacy Aviation ARF’s are among the best quality
conventionally constructed models I have seen, their performance
second to none and I am recommending them as a builder and ﬂyer.
Legacy Aviation ARF’s may look pricey to many modellers. They are
about twice the price of a similar size model by say Seagull or VQ. But
the fact is they are ﬁrst class ARF’s and that is reﬂected in the price
point of the Legacy brand.
Firebrand started stocking these beautiful ARF’s about 3 years ago,
initially the 65” and 84” Bushmaster, then including the 44” and 65”
Turbo Duster and more recently the 72” Muscle Coupe.
The Bushmaster & Turbo Duster are performance aircraft that ﬂy on
rails and are fully 3D capable (but not with me on the sticks!) all while
being very stable, forgiving and conﬁdence inspiring. The Muscle
Coupe designed for more relaxed ﬂying and barnstormer style
aerobatics.
Until relatively recently I was never into electric personally but am now
realising the error of my ways having clearly been guilty of contempt
prior to investigation!
Since setting up FirebrandAeroRC my personal modelling has
become somewhat curtailed…translated, I have an embarrassing
number of unﬁnished projects on the go and my ﬂying skills remain
average at best!

Until I ﬂew one, I would never have believed such a small model could
feel so solid in the air and track so well (even in relatively windy
conditions) without the beneﬁt of a gyro/electronic stabilization
system. It immediately became clear to me the bigger 65” version was
a must in the Firebrand hangar!

Legacy Aviation 65” Turbo Duster Review
Key Speciﬁcations
Wingspan – 65”
Power – 60 Size Electric
Battery – 4000mAh plus 6s LiPo

Build Quality (& Time)

In a word, exceptional.
Everything ﬁts and the wood and other materials used are ﬁrst rate.
The Duster has a carbon ﬁbre undercarriage and main spar. The
overall construction is light weight but very strong. It is a very easy
model to put together in only a few hours.The wheels included are light
weight (as you would expect), but I’m a sport ﬂyer and not worried
about a little extra weight if it looks cool so after initially installing the
wheels provided I decided to upgraded them to 5” alloy hub jobs (which
Firebrand carries in various sizes by the way).

My entry into electric was born out of the desire for a small, quality
model that I could throw in the back of the car fully assembled to get a
bit of easy stick time and the Legacy Aviation 44” Turbo Duster looked
to be exactly the model for the job.

The little 44” Duster at Taupo Model Flyers strip
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Motor & Servos

I went with a Potenza 60L for power, and Hitec HS225MG mini servos.
Good quality gear without going over the top.

These are not “budget” models but if you are looking for a high quality,
durable, performance electric powered model its worth taking a look
and Legacy Aviation.
Unfortunately, I am still waiting on a good day to maiden the new
Duster, however I’m conﬁdent it will be well before this article goes to
print so should be able to provide a full report to anyone who’s
interested.
Having sold several Legacy models to very happy owners and had
personal experience building and ﬂying them I can recommend Legacy
Aviation to you.
If you are interested in a Legacy Aviation model (or discussing any
other ﬁx wing models for that matter!) you will ﬁnd me at
www.ﬁrebrandaerorc.co.nz

Steve

Happy Flying

Note the wingtip shape in the photo. I’m no aeronautical engineer but is
screams quality design & performance to me, and most importantly
looks really good!

Floats

FirebrandAeroRC is based in Taupo so it won’t be any great surprise
that I decided on a ﬂoat option also. The composite ﬂoats are ﬁrst class,
and the rudder hardware sets a high standard.

Footnote
FirebrandAeroRC was established in 2015 and specialises in quality
mid-size through giant scale ﬁxed wing aircraft, motors, electronic &
accessories.
Since then we have been privileged to gain the trust of modellers all
over the country, supplying hundreds of quality ARF’s, Saito & DLE
Engines, Futaba & Spektrum Radios, Savox Servos and all matter of
components & accessories.
We pride ourselves is in being a genuine one stop shop for like-minded
modellers.

Owning & Flying a Legacy Aviation ARF - Budget
Required

Total budget required will vary depending on motor, ESC, servo & any
upgrade selections but using quality gear an ARF/Servos/Motor/ESC
“Combo” will be about $750 for the 44” Turbo Duster, $1450 for the 65”
Turbo Duster, $1600 for the Muscle Coupe and $1950 for the 84”
Bushmaster.

Please visit us at www.ﬁrebrandaerorc.co.nz
email sales@ﬁrebrandaerorc.co.nz or phone 021 275 4098

You even get a quality
wing bag included with
the 65” Duster, Muscle
Coupe and 84”
Bushmaster included as
standard.

September 2019

I hope you will consider FirebrandAeroRC when making your next
purchase!
Kind regards
Steve
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FLETCHER

Bruce Pickering

I suppose most New Zealand aero-modellers have at some time or
other had a hankering to build a model of the ubiquitous Fletcher FU24.
I have succumbed to this urge four times over the years—there is
something appealing about its “oversized model” appearance. At the
ﬁeld about three years ago, while indulging in some casual banter with
a fellow club member called Grant I was challenged to build another
one, “A big one – and make two, one for me!” Well, who could resist
such an invitation?
I already had good 3-view drawings from Paciﬁc Aerospace, so it
wasn’t long before I had a few lines drawn on paper. The biggest I could
carry in my car, with the wing divided into three parts and a removable
tail plane, was 2.440 metres (96 in). So, 96 inches it was; to be powered
by a DLE 35cc petrol engine. With Grant’s last words ringing in my
ears, “It only takes half the time to make two as it does to make one,”
work began.
Because of its shape I decided to build the fuselage on stocks, in a way
similar to how a boat is built. The wing and tail plane are of foam; the tail
plane is balsa sheeted and covered with dope and tissue. After
inserting spars, undercarriage sockets, etc, the wing cores were
sheeted with ﬁbreglass/epoxy—one layer of 76gm cloth, followed by
epoxy/micro balloon ﬁller, sanded to fair any depressions, then a layer
of 48gm cloth. I also covered the fuselage with one layer of 48gm cloth.
The ﬁbreglass cowl and tail cone required making plugs and moulds,
but the work is worth it, especially when making more than one of each.
During one inspection visit by Grant, I mentioned that I would like to ﬁt a
hopper in mine, which elicited an enthusiastic response: “Yeah, yeah,
that sounds good to me!” I had intended to make them from litho plate
but decided that all that metal near the receiver might not be very
bright. So I knocked up some moulds and vacuum formed them out of
styrene—one advantage of vacuum forming is that it’s quick and easy
to make multiples.
On another visit I reﬂected on the idea of a sliding canopy: “Oh yeah! A
sliding canopy would be really good. Then you could easily get at the
fuel tank,” opined Grant. I shaped two separate moulds, one for the
windscreen and one for the canopy. Actually, it wasn’t all that hard to
make the canopy slide on rails, but I did stop short of his “Good idea to
make it servo operated.”
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I wanted the undercarriage to be scale, so I made some patterns and
cast the outer sections in aluminium, machining them to ﬁnished size.
The oleo legs I simply turned from 16mm machinable aluminium. I
scoured various likely places for suitable springs, but ﬁnding nothing
adequate, I ended up rolling some on the lathe out of music wire. As an
added function I slipped in a slug of cured silicon to act as a buﬀer in
case of the oleo bottoming in a heavy landing. Eventually, after much
use, I replaced the front leg with one fabricated from steel—and
removed some of the lead nose weight—on the principle that any extra
weight might as well be functional.
One frequent topic of conversation was “What colour are you going to
paint yours?” Since I had spent some years in Gisborne, where
Fieldair dominated the skies, I decide on one of theirs—EMV— which I
selected because that was the easiest lettering to cut into stencils. I
use Dulon lacquer because it is easy to patch if, or more likely, when
repairs are necessary. The logo and other writing I made from water
slide transfers—bringing back distant memories of childhood—which I
applied before overcoating the model with Dulon Clear Coat. Total
ﬁnished dry weight is 9.7kg (21.4lb), giving an empty wing loading of
32 oz/sq ft.
Being a top dresser, I wanted it to perform like one, so I experimented
with all kinds of mixtures for “fertilizer.” The most realistic was a mix of
lime, dry sand and some diatomaceous earth, which is commonly
used as a free running agent in dry products; the load does tend to
pack down due to engine vibration. This also highlighted the need for
smooth, gently sloping sides to the hopper with no restriction at the
gate. The problems with lime are that it is heavy and being corrosive
special care needs to be taken about cleaning residue oﬀ the model.
The seal between the hopper in the fuselage and the gate in the wing
needs to be good.
So the next question is: How does it ﬂy? Well.....it ﬂies just like a
Fletcher, trundling oﬀ into the air eﬀortlessly, fairly heavy on ailerons,
doing beautiful wingovers at the end of each run. Loaded with a couple
of kilograms of “fertilizer” requires about one third ﬂap for takeoﬀ. The
extra weight is noticeable, but not unexpected.
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(This article originally appeared in Flight Lines Bulletin, of Hamilton
MAC)
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EDGAR PERCIVAL’S EP9
Bruce Pickering
Edgar Percival gained his reputation
as an aircraft designer after forming the
Percival Aircraft Company in 1933. In
1944 he sold the company to the
Hunting Group and joined the RAF
reserve. Then, in 1954, after spending
four months visiting crop-spraying and
top-dressing operators in Australia and
NZ, Percival designed a general
purpose agricultural/utility aircraft that
he believed would have a strong
market in Australasia and South Africa.
The roomy cabin behind and below the
pilot could be ﬁtted with a hopper plus
seat for the loader-driver, while a utility
version oﬀered passenger seating,
freight, or room for a patient stretcher.
Access was via cabin side doors and a large rear door. The rear clamshell doors were designed to be large enough to load standard bales of
wool or hay. According to Percival, bales of hay could be dropped in
ﬂight from the rear without impairing handling characteristics.
The prototype made its maiden ﬂight on 21 December 1955. Sales of
the EP9 did not live up to expectations; those in Australia experienced
problems with engine overheating, and in New Zealand competition
from the Fletcher Fu-24 and Cessna 180 was too great. Only 21
aircraft were completed before Edgar Percival sold the enterprise to
another company.
The second EP9 to ﬂy, ZK-BDP, was obtained in November 1956 by
Manawatu Aerial Topdressing Co Ltd in Fielding. Fourteen months
later it crashed and was destroyed during an early morning positioning
ﬂight when it hit a ridge in thick low cloud at Rangiwahia near
Palmerston North. Two of the three occupants died in the crash.
ZK-PWZ, the EP9 owned by Griﬃn Ag Air in Palmerston North,
operated in England and North Africa before coming to New Zealand.
Today it is ﬂown for display at air shows, reportedly being one of only
three currently airworthy. I like agricultural aircraft, they are generally
simple to build, and it didn’t take much to motivate me to make a model
of the EP9. Hal Griﬃth allowed me to spend time taking many
photographs, and along with a decent 3-view, I had plenty of
references to draw some “plans” to a scale of about 1:5, resulting in a
wingspan of 2490mm (98in).
It was not a diﬃcult model to build; I used oregon for the longerons and
highly stressed framing around the undercarriage and wing strut
connections. This is very tough timber that once provided the material
for wooden ladders, so if you can get hold of an old ﬁreman’s ladder
you can get plenty of strip wood! Because it’s relatively heavy the cross
section dimensions can be reduced while still retaining plenty of
strength. The wings are foam, skinned with paulownia veneer and light
weight ﬁbreglass. Tail surfaces are built up, sheeted with balsa. The
cowl and rear clamshell are ﬁbreglass, for which I had to make a plug
and mould. The glazing is PET-G (polyethylene terephthalate glycol) a
very versatile and easy plastic to work with—soft drink bottles are
made from it. The windscreen is ﬂat sheet wrapped around to shape
and glued in place. The little “eyebrow” windows at the wing leading
edge are vacuum formed over moulds.
Undercarriage legs are spring steel wire; the oleo outer is aluminium
tubing, enclosing a fairly heavy coil spring, with 6mm steel legs
attached to a fabricated steel connection at the axle. This results in a
reasonably soft ride, but it seems to work all right. Wing struts are also
aluminium tubing with securely fastened steel end ﬁttings since they
are working struts; the wing joining tube would be too light to carry the
full load. Although I got much information from photographing PWZ,
since I already had plenty of white and black paint I painted my model
in the colours of Manawatu Aerial Topdressing’s BDP.
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How does it ﬂy? Pretty good actually; it “sits” right in the air and handles
responsively. It doesn’t seem to have any vices, although like many
high wing aircraft you have to reduce aileron, even feed in a little
opposite, once in the turn. The wide track contributes to easy ground
handling; there is no tendency to ground loop. It certainly is an unusual
aircraft, which is why I chose to build it, and it made a nice addition to
my Ag ﬂeet.
(This article originally appeared in Flight Lines Bulletin, of Hamilton
MAC)
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AIRTRUK

When Ugly is a
Thing of Beauty
Bruce Pickering

Agricultural aircraft are, well...they’re agricultural. The design adage
“form follows function” generally doesn’t apply, it’s more like “function
follows function.” In the late 1950’s Bennett Aviation in Te Kuiti
acquired a supply of North American Harvards and commissioned the
Italian innovative aircraft designer Luigi Pellarini to design an
agricultural aircraft using the parts. Pellarini was an ardent advocate
and designer of Flying Cars, which featured three wheels and single or
twin tail booms. This background clearly inﬂuenced his design of the
PL11 Airtruck—truly one of the ugliest aeroplanes ever conceived!
However, it had some very good design features; the pilot sat on top
of, rather than between, the engine and payload. The view from the
top must have been excellent. It also had twin tail booms, to avoid the
major problems with corrosion of the rear fuselage that aﬀected
conventional design. In spite of its looks it was apparently very nice to
ﬂy. However, the only two aircraft built crashed in service and for
various reasons the company did not produce any more.
Subsequently, Pellarini worked with the Transavia Corporation of
Australia, to develop and build the smaller and better looking PL12
Airtruk (without the “c”).
Given my penchant for agricultural aircraft, and especially unusual
ones, I had to build a model of the PL12. Having dug up a 3-view and
lots of photos from the internet, I designed my model with a 2200mm
(87 in) wingspan. The booms and outer wing panels are removable,
which means I can leave the main wing centre section and lower wing
attached to the fuselage for storage and transport. The fuselage is
easily made from Lite-ply, it’s just a tapered box, and the ﬂying
surfaces are foam veneered with paulownia.
I made the tapered booms in ﬁbreglass, moulded over a wood
mandrel, which was sealed and applied with mould release. Normally
something with a long taper wouldn’t be formed on male moulds,
because it would be impossible to release in the normal way. But I
didn’t want to go to the trouble of making split female moulds. So I laid
up one layer of 76gm cloth, then split the tube on one side and pried it
oﬀ the mandrel. After applying more mould release I reinserted the
mandrel and laid up another three of layers of cloth. When it set, I spun
the whole thing in the lathe and sanded the ﬁbreglass smooth. After
that, the moulding easily separated from the mandrel. The cowl and
cockpit/canopy are also ﬁbreglass—I ﬁgured it was easier than trying
to make a complicated canopy light and strong enough out of wood.
Having since seen the ease with which these things tip over on
landing, I think maybe it’s an advantage to be able to quickly make
new canopies! I decided to fabricate the engine muﬄer to ﬁt unseen
inside the cowl and since the model needed nose weight, I made it out
of steel. The twin exhausts exit just ahead of the lower wing, as in the
full size.
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Initially I intended painting it the same colours as Barr Brothers, who
used to operate Airtruks around Dargaville, where I lived in the 1970s.
However, upon reviewing my existing paint stock of Dulon colours and
not wanting to buy more paint, I eventually settled for white and
orange. I made up a company name and used my wife’s initials for the
registration. The total ﬂying weight is just over 8kg, giving a wing
loading of 32 oz/sq ft.
How does it ﬂy? I have to admit I was a little apprehensive; due to the
close coupled undercarriage, which I thought could make ground
handling tricky—I wasn’t wrong there, especially on rough grass. I was
also conscious of the stabilizers being outside the prop-wash, which
meant they would not be eﬀective until the model gained some speed.
However, one cloudy day I bit the bullet and sent mine hurtling down
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the full length of the 110 metre strip, lifting it oﬀ near the end when I
reckoned I had plenty of airspeed. I was pleasantly surprised—it
actually is very nice to ﬂy, responsive on the controls and very
manoeuvrable. My ﬁrst few landings were without ﬂap and it simply sat
ﬂat on the deck, quite fast, and rolled to a stop. Full ﬂap requires a lot of
up elevator mixed in but it slows down considerably and will land quite
short, albeit with a risk of ﬂipping on its back, courtesy of the close
coupled undercarriage, if not enough power is held on. Yes, it is ugly,
but it’s surprising how much it grows on one, even to the point of
thinking it’s actually a thing of beauty!

ENGINES
NEW ZEALAND
15cc
$399.00

(This article originally appeared in Flight Lines Bulletin, of Hamilton
MAC)

21cc twin
$570.00
35cc
$430.00
30cc twin
$670.00
RCGF have a range of 15 engines available from 10 to 120cc.
Mufflers & ignition systems included

For further details go to: http://www.rcgfservice.com/
Or contact Gavin Shute:
021 656 999 or gavinshute@gmail.com

South Otago Model Aero Club

BBQ lunch
with tea/coﬀee available

(donations invited to cover costs)
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For more information contact
Graham Langley
03 418 4431 or 021 030 8374
Model Flying World

PROGRAM

Carterton
30th December 2019
to 4th January 2020 Registration

Code

Event Name

Site

CL05
CL01
CL02
CL03
CL04
CL14
CL09
CL12
CL13
CL10
CL11
CL06
CL07

FAI F2D Combat
FAI F2B Aerobatics
Sportsman Aerobatics
Classic Aerobatics
Slow Combat
Percentage Speed
FAI F2C Team Race
Class B Team Race
F2F / Classic FAI
Slow Goodyear
Fast Goodyear
Classic A Team Race
Classic B Team Race

FC01
FC03
FC04
FC02
FC09
FC05
FC06
FC07

FAI F4A Power Scale
Kit Scale
CO2 & Electric Scale
Outdoor Rubber Scale
F4B CL + Proﬁle Scale
Peanut Scale
Indoor kit scale
Indoor Open Rubber Scale

Registration commencing 12noon Monday 30th
Seniors $35
Contestants meeting and welcome barbecue at
Juniors
Carterton Showgrounds
from 7pm Monday December 30th
FREE
Frequency Control for non 2.4Ghz users for all RC sites
will be at event headquarters, collect your peg on the day
Start Date/Time

End Date/Time

Snr Fee

CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL

Mon, Dec 30, 2019 2:00 pm
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 8:30 am
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 8:30 am
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 2:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 12:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 9:00 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 2:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 4:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 9:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 12:30 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 4:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 9:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 9:00 am

Mon, Dec 30, 2019 6:00 pm
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 2:00 pm
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 2:00 pm
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 6:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 6:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 1:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 4:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 6:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 11:30 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 3:30 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 6:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 1:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 1:00 pm

$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00

RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
CL
Hall
Hall
Hall

Tue, Dec 31, 2019 6:30 am
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 6:30 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 6:30 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 6:30 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 9:30 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 6:30 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 6:30 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 6:30 pm

Tue, Dec 31, 2019 8:30 am
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 8:30 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 8:30 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 8:30 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 12:30 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 10:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 10:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 10:00 pm

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

FPV02 MFNZ Wings Champs
FPV01 MFNZ Multirotor Champs

RC4
RC4

Fri, Jan 3, 2020 9:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 9:00 am

Fri, Jan 3, 2020 4:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 4:00 pm

$10.00
$10.00

FF13
FF06
FF08
FF07
FF01
FF15
FF05
FF09
FF11
FF03
FF04
FF02
FF10
Ff12

FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
Hall
Hall
FF
FF
FF

Tue, Dec 31, 2019 8:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 5:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 5:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 5:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 7:00 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 7:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 7:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 7:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 7:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 5:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 7:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 7:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 7:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 7:00 am

Tue, Dec 31, 2019 8:30 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 8:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 8:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 5:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 12:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 12:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 12:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 12:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 12:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 8:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 11:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 12:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 12:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 12:00 pm

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

HEL01 Helicopter Fun Fly

RC4

Tue, Dec 31, 2019 9:00 am

Thu, Jan 2, 2020 12:00 pm

RCA01
RCA02
RCA03
RCA04
RCA05
RCA06
RCA07
RCA08
RCA09
RCA10

RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1

Tue, Dec 31, 2019
Tue, Dec 31, 2019
Tue, Dec 31, 2019
Tue, Dec 31, 2019
Tue, Dec 31, 2019
Tue, Dec 31, 2019
Tue, Dec 31, 2019
Tue, Dec 31, 2019
Tue, Dec 31, 2019
Tue, Dec 31, 2019

Fri, Jan 3, 2020
Fri, Jan 3, 2020
Fri, Jan 3, 2020
Fri, Jan 3, 2020
Fri, Jan 3, 2020
Fri, Jan 3, 2020
Fri, Jan 3, 2020
Fri, Jan 3, 2020
Fri, Jan 3, 2020
Fri, Jan 3, 2020

RC1
RC1

Thu, Jan 2, 2020 1:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 1:00 pm

CONTROL LINE

FF/CL SCALE

FPV

FREE FLIGHT

Aggy
Catapult launch Glider
Tip Launch Glider
Hand Launch Glider
FAI Combined
Kiwi Power
Open Rubber
Open Glider
Open Power
Indoor HLG
Hangar Rat
P.30
E 36
Mini Combined

HELICOPTER

RC AEROBATICS

Basic IMAC
Sportsman IMAC
Intermediate IMAC
Advanced IMAC
Unlimited IMAC
Clubman Pattern
Expert Pattern
Masters Pattern (A20)
F3A Pattern
Classic

RC PYLON

RCP01 Quickee 500 Sport
RCP02 F3R

September 2019

8:00 am
8:00 am
8:00 am
8:00 am
8:00 am
8:00 am
8:00 am
8:00 am
8:00 am
8:00 am

7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm

$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00

Fri, Jan 3, 2020 1:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 1:00 pm

$20.00
$20.00
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RC PYLON Continued
RCP03 F5D
RCP04 F3D
RCP05 F3T
RCP06 E Sport
RCS01 Novice Scale
RCS02 Intermediate Scale
RCS03 F4H

RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1
RC1

Thu, Jan 2, 2020 1:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 1:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 1:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 1:00 pm
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 1:00 pm
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 1:00 pm
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 1:00 pm

Fri, Jan 3, 2020 1:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 1:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 1:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm

$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00

GL01
ALES 200 (Class N)
GL02 Premier Duration (Class C)
GL03
FAI F3J
GL04
FAI F3B
GL05
FAI F5J
GL06
ALES RADIAN (Class P)
GL07
FAI F3K
Free Mass Radian Launch

RC2
RC2
RC2
RC2
RC2
RC2
RC2
RC4

Tue, Dec 31, 2019 8:30 am
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 8:30 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 8:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 8:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 2:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 8:30 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 6.00pm

Tue, Dec 31, 2019 12:30 pm
Tue, Dec 31, 2019 6:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 5:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 6:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 2:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 5:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 2:00 pm
Until completed

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$10.00
$15.00
$10.00

FFV01
FFV02
FFV03
FFV04
FFV06
FFV07
FFV08
FFV09
RCV01
RCV02
RCV03
RCV04
RCV05
RCV06
RCV07
RCV08
RCV09
RCV10
RCV11
RCV12
RCV13
RCV14
RCV15
RCV16
RCV17

FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3
RC3

Wed, Jan 1, 2020 7:00 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 7:00 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 7:00 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 7:00 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 7:00 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 7:00 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 7:00 am
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 7:00 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 9:00 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 9:00 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 9:00 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 9:00 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 9:00 am
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 9:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 9:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 9:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 9:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 9:00 am
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 9:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 9:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 9:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 9:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 9:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 9:00 am
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 9:00 am

Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Wed, Jan 1, 2020 1:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 4:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 4:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 4:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 4:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 4:00 pm
Thu, Jan 2, 2020 4:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 4:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 4:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 4:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 4:00 pm
Fri, Jan 3, 2020 4:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 4:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 4:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 4:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 4:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 4:00 pm
Sat, Jan 4, 2020 4:00 pm

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

SOARING

VINTAGE

FF Vintage Power Duration
FF Vintage Rubber Duration
FF Vintage Precision
FF Nos/Vint Small Pwr Dur
FF Vintage Glider Duration
FF Nos/Class Pwr Dur Comb
FF Nostalgia Rubber
FF Vintage Catapult Glider
RC Vintage A Texaco
RC Classical Precision
RC Vintage IC Duration
RC Classical E Texaco
RC Classical 1/2 E Tex
RC Vintage 1/2 A Texaco
RC Vintage E Duration
RC Vintage 1/2 E Texaco
RC Vintage E Rubber Tex
RC Sport Cabin Texaco IC
RC Sport Cabin Texaco E
RC Vintage Open Texaco
RC Vintage E Texaco
RC Classical IC Duration
RC Classical E Duration
RC Vintage Precision
RC Scale Texaco

Enquiries to:
Nationals Manager:
Phone:
Mobile:
Email:

Locations:

Len Drabble
04 526 6645
027 711 2871
president@modelﬂyingnz.org

CL
FF
HALL
RC1
RC2
RC3
RC4

Clareville Control Line Circles
Gladstone Road
Clareville Showgrounds Hall
Francis Line
Soaring ﬁeld across railway line
Vintage ﬁeld
Clareville Showgrounds Arena

2020 NATIONALS CARTERTON COMMENCING
MONDAY THE 30TH DECEMBER WITH REGISTRATION AND
WELCOME BARBECUE

DAY 1 TUESDAY the 31st.

We have a special
special evening
evening planned
planned as
asits
itsNew
new Year’s
years Eve.
eve. After the
days competition we will have a spit roast dinner starting at 6.30pm till
7.30pm. Following this
this the
theAggie
Agi will
willtake
takeplace
placeatatthe
the free
free ﬂight ﬁeld
8.00pm until 8.30pm, then back to the show grounds for movie night in
the upstairs offices
oﬃces from 9.00pm until 11.00pm. Finally from 11.00pm
till midnight aa knight
ﬂying helicopter
helicopter demonstration
demonstration up
up until midnight
night ﬂying
then at midnight
engine
will
ﬁreﬁre
upup
to
midnight Rene
ReneRedmond’s
Redmond’sfull
fullsize
sizeviper
Viperjetjet
engine
will
welcome
in the
newNew
year.Year.
TrulyTruly
spectacular.
to welcome
in the
spectacular.

DAY 2 WEDNESDAY the 1st.

Scheduled days competitions

DAY 3 Thursday the 2nd.

Scheduled days competitions
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SO REGISTER ON LINE EARLY FOR
THE NEW YEARS EVE ACTIVITIES AND THE
EVENTS YOU ARE COMPETING IN.
WE WILL SEND OUT THE LINK TO THE
REGISTRATIONS BY EMAIL AS SOON AS
THE SITE WILL BE UP AND RUNNING.
DAY 4 Friday the 3rd.
Scheduled days competitions
DAY 5 Saturday the 4th.

Scheduled days competitions up till 12.00pm followed by prize giving
and barbecue at approx 5.00pm

DAY 6 Sunday the 5th.

Travel home safely

Model Flying World

Rc1 PROGRAM

8:00 am to 9:00 am
9:00 am to 10:00 am
10:00 am to 11:00 am
Note:
Midday cut over times 11:00 am to 12:00 pm
are not exact. This is a
12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
shared transition time.
1:00 pm to 2:00 pm
Be prepared for the
previous event ﬁnishing 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm
early if its their last slot 3:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Eg Scale Day 2, Pylon 4:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Day 4.
5:00 pm to 6:00 pm
6:00 pm to 7:00 pm
8:30pm

31st Dec
Day 1

1st Jan
Day 2

2nd Jan
Day 3

3rd Jan
Day 4

4th Jan
Day 5

RC Aerobatics

RC Scale

RC Aerobatics

RC Pylon

Rain Day
Scale
Pylon
Aerobatics

RC Scale

RC Aerobatics

RC Pylon

RC Aerobatics
Main
Prize Giving

Aero SIG AGM

Model Flying Hawkes Bay present

Web Registrations from November 2019
www.mfhb.org.nz
September 2019
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Another Radio System to consider
Arjen Visser
We have great choices in Radio Systems these days. There is Futaba,
JR, Spektrum and for the niche players Jeti. All these are great radios
and there is nothing wrong with them, they have been around for a
while, but I would like to introduce another brand that belongs here
with the best. Most of you are probably already aware of this brand and
some of you may not.
The brand is called FrSky, pronounced FreeSky. Their website is
https://www.frsky-rc.com/. Since 2010 when they started, FrSky has
built up a great reputation as a leading provider of high quality products
for the RC industry.
FrSky is already very popular with the drone and FPV crowds. It is a
Chinese brand but like anything, there are good and bad things
coming out of China. FrSky happens to be good. Note, do not confuse
FrSky with WFly or FlySky. WFly and FlySky are completely diﬀerent
brands. I know nothing about FlySky or WFly, nor do I want to, and to
me it seems their marketing strategy is to create confusion so that
people accidentally buy their product instead of FrSky, hoping to be
successful on the back of FrSky.
My purpose with this article is to introduce fellow RC ﬁxed-wing ﬂyers
to FrSky, so that if you are in the market for a new radio or receiver, you
will also include FrSky along with the other brands to consider. I have
no commercial interest in FrSky, nor am I aﬃliated with the brand in
any way. This is not an indepth review, but rather just a brand
awareness and overview exercise.
I have been ﬂying FrSky for more than 5 years. In the 5 years the
system has been bullet proof and I have not had a single fault. I ﬂy
mainly large scale models at Highbrook in Auckland. I also ﬂy scale
and the occasional aerobatics competition.
There are 4 compelling reasons for choosing FrSky:
1. Value – It is the best value brand by far compared to Futaba, JR,
Spektrum and Jeti
2. Technology – Their 2.4Ghz protocol from the start was bulletproof,
very robust and reliable. Other manufacturers had to tweak their
2.4Ghz protocol because it was not so reliable at ﬁrst.
3. Options – There are lots of options to choose from. They have
diﬀerent radios, receivers, modules, sensors and components.
You can buy receivers for every need, components to upgrade or
replace parts of your system. And many telemetry sensors to build
into your module. This brand oﬀers great ﬂexibility.
4. Redundancy – Because of the cheaper cost of the FrSky system, I
run all my large scale models with dual top of the line receivers
hooked up with a redundancy bus. The cost of this redundancy is
less than a single receiver from the other major brands.
So now for a bit of an overview of their transmitters before we dive into
the receivers and other components.
Transmitters
There are 6 diﬀerent transmitters, depending on budget and capability.
I will not mention them all, but here are the ones, I think are applicable
to the audience of Model Flying World.
1.
2.

3.

Taranis Q X7S. This is their budget 16 channel transmitter.
Taranis X9D Plus. This is their oldest and most popular
transmitter. This is the transmitter that I use. It may look a bit
dated, but it is a very powerful and fully featured transmitter. Plus
you can upgrade diﬀerent components to your hearts content. I
have upgraded the gimbals to Hall eﬀect gimbals, which do not
use potentiometers.
Horus 10X and 10XS. This is their latest and greatest transmitter.
This would be transmitter to get in my opinion. The diﬀerence
between the 10X and 10XS is the S version has their top of the line
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gimbals. I am still trying to ﬁnd a reason to upgrade to this radio,
but the fact is my Taranis X9D is already a great radio.
They also have the Horus X12S which is their top of the line transmitter.
This was not that well received by the market when it came out a few
years ago. There are a few external design ﬂaws with it. They have
since learned and so the Horus X10 was released. For tray ﬂyers,
there is the Taranis X9E, but I have no knowledge or experience with
this radio.
All these transmitters come with the FrSky version of their operating
system called FrOS, but most people opt to go with an Open Source
system called OpenTX.
OpenTX is open source ﬁrmware used by several brands of RC radio
transmitters and is very popular. The ﬁrmware is highly conﬁgurable
and brings many more features than found in traditional radios.
OpenTX is an extremely powerful system that is capable from being
able to oﬀer all kinds of mixing, but also telemetry and being able to talk
to you so that you do not have to look at the screen. For example, I am
running a GPS module in my large scale FW-190 and the transmitter
tells me in perfect English what my height and speed is when I need it.
When I ﬂick the switch to bring my gear down or my ﬂaps down, the
transmitter tells me that the gear is down or the ﬂaps are down, so that I
know I have used the correct switch.
OpenTX comes with a wizard where you can set up a new model in
minutes. There is also a PC companion where you can easily conﬁgure
modules on your PC and then transfer to the transmitter. This is all
done through a USB cable.
There is a learning curve for getting up to speed with OpenTX but there
are lots of videos on YouTube to assist. As I mentioned, there is a great
following of FrSky and lots of people post videos to show how to
program it. Once you get the hang of it, it is a great system, very
powerful and you will get rewarded for your eﬀorts.
Receivers
There are many receivers to choose from. From very small light weight
4 channel receivers to full blown 16 channels with dual antenna. There
are receivers with built in variometers and ﬂight stabilisation. The
receivers also come with SBUS and with Smart Port enabled to
support telemetry data transmission.
The receiver that I like and use is the X8R, which is an 8 or 16-channel
receiver with dual antenna and full telemetry. These are bulletproof
receivers and very cost eﬀective. Each receiver costs USD$30.
Typical setup
All of my large models I setup with 2 FrSky receivers and a FrSky
redundancy bus. The redundancy bus which I use is the RB-20. Both
receivers plug into this bus through SBUS and then the servos (15
channels) plug into the bus. The bus provides full redundancy if one of
the receivers fails. It also provides channel lockdown if one of the servo
overloads. The bus then shuts down this channel and so the servo that
overloads does not take out the whole system. The redundancy bus
gives extra telemetry information as to the voltage of each battery, the
current load on the system, the total load in amps of the ﬂight and
overload indication.
There are 2 battery inputs for the RB-20 to plug in 2 diﬀerent receiver
batteries to provide full receiver battery redundancy.

Model Flying World

Figure 1 Dual receivers with redundancy bus. All servos are plugged into
the redundancy bus in the middle.

Figure 2 Telemetry data showing diﬀerent voltages and amps used. All of
these values can also be read out in spoken English by the transmitter

For my FW-190 I have also purchased the FrSky GPS sensor and this
send back the height, speed and GPS coordinates back to my
transmitter in real time. The transmitter then reads out the speed and
height to me in spoken English. This GPS sensor costs USD$33. If I
loose my model, I will have the last GPS coordinates displayed on my
transmitter. I can then plug those coordinates into Google Maps and it
should provide me with the exact spot of my model. But lets hope this
does not happen.

Costs
For a friend of mine who is looking at switching, I recently priced up a
complete system including the Horus X10S transmitter, 8 x 16 channel
receivers and 3 of the redundancy busses. The total price was
USD$843.60.

Telemetry
There are a whole raft of sensors, which you can buy to send telemetry
data back to your transmitter. Any of this data can be read out in spoken
English by OpenTX, so there is no need to look at the screen. It is not a
robot sounding voice, but rather similar to a GPS voice giving you
instructions for navigation. There is a gasﬂow meter, voltage and amp
meters, variometer, airspeed sensor, engine temperature and rpm
probes etc.
Transition
If you already have a good radio such as a JR or Futaba and are not
ready to switch completely to FrSky but you like the idea of the FrSky
receivers, then FrSky oﬀers a transmitter module which plugs into the
back of a suitable JR or Futaba radio. This way you can start using
FrSky receivers with your JR or Futaba radio. These modules are
around USD$30-$40. This is how I started. I had a JR radio and
plugged a FrSky transmitter module in the back and started using it
with FrSky transmitters. The downside of this is that you do not get the
telemetry data as this needs a FrSky transmitter.
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The individual prices are:
Horus X10S USD$429, note the Taranis X9D which I have is
USD$225.
X8R receiver USD$30 each.
RB20 redundancy bus USD$58.20 each.
It would be nice if more NZ retail store hobby shops would stock FrSky
(hint hint), so far only hobbystation.co.nz seems to stock FrSky. I do
realise there is little margin in it for hobbyshops. The best place online
to buy FrSky is www.horusrc.com, but Hobbyking and others such as
Banggood also stock FrSky.
All the prices above are from Horusrc.com in USD and exclude any
applicable GST or shipping. I support buying from local NZ
hobbyshops as you get the full service, warranty and local advice, and
I do not mind paying a little extra for this.
Important: When buying FrSky equipment always choose the
“non-EU” version. The EU version includes an alteration of
the 2.4 Ghz protocol to comply with European standards. EU
and non-EU equipment do not work together.
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gone in a few seconds
7 photos of a Radian losing its motor just after take oﬀ with the
ﬁrst 5 photos taken at 4/100 second apart so things happen
quickly. Ask any pilot. The motor is still attached in photos 1 to 3.
The last 2 photos show the battery ejecting as I landed. Even
with the motor gone I still had some control of the glider and no
major damage was sustained other than reattaching the motor.

Brian Carr
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Have you booked your accommodation?
Booked your ferry crossing?
Prepared your models?
Booked your events?
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ANZAC

Aerotow

Omarama Airfield
26th-28th April
2019

Gregg Clarkson

The 5th year of this event saw a large drop in numbers attending which
caused a lot of concern to us as organisers. Was it still viable? Will the
attendance return to past numbers? Some of the questions that run
through your mind when we dropped from 34 to 14 prior to the event.
Then came the pre week weather jitters as the forecast was not great
for the weekend. More doom and gloom. On the Tuesday we drove up
to Omarama to mow the strip and check on other preparations. We had
a chat with the Glide Omarama guys and they said that they don’t rely
on the weather forecasting for the area more than two days ahead as
they had made the wrong decision to cancel ﬂights too often in the past
and the day ended up being good for ﬂying. So on we went complete
with a 2,000 ft AGL height extension and NOTAM issued for “intense
model activity on the airﬁeld”. Lucky we did because the weather was
pretty good overall with lots of lift, a bit of wind and some rain which
delayed the start on Saturday for a couple of hours.
It was great to see four pilots from the North Island making the trip
South again. We realise the investment in time and money that you
make to get here and thank you for that.
A huge thankyou to our tow pilots for your eﬀorts. Mike Ward and Alex
Taylor, we couldn’t hold this event without your big tow planes and
steady thumbs.
Colin Taylor commented on Friday morning on his ﬁrst ﬂight that he had
to come down as the glider was too hard to keep in sight. A good omen
for the rest of the day and it didn’t disappoint. He got to 1960 ft agl
within 10 minutes of being dropped oﬀ at 800 ft. Not a bad eﬀort for
“before morning coﬀee”. Many others were having the same fun in the
sun. The breeze came up in the afternoon and we took an hour oﬀ
while the westerly settled down to a nice steady level. This brought with
it some nice wave lift that reached down to us and plucked the gliders
upwards until we had all had enough by 5 pm. Oﬀ to the Heritage Hotel
for dinner and a debrief/ bs session.
Saturday started out with a bit more than gentle rain but not bucketing
down unless you are from the Hawkes Bay. We convened at the Pink
Glider Cafe which is on the airport for coﬀee and a very nice selection
of food. Cheese scones are highly recommended. 11.00 and the rain
was nearly done so we set out the pits and ﬂight box and were back into
it before 12 with the Westerly back and providing great conditions for
tow plane pilot training. My thanks to Alex Taylor and his accurate
words of wisdom and caution. The gliders didn’t come down fast
enough for the tow planes which was a good thing as it gave everyone
who wished to ﬂy a great time. The sun started to poke through about
16:00 which made a nice backdrop with the remaining clouds.
Saturday evening saw 20 of us at the Pink Glider Cafe for a very nice
meal and lots more “great glider stories” also known as bs.
Two days down and so far so good. The weather has been good to
great and the ﬂying has been to everyone’s liking.
Sunday saw the return of the sun and light thermals. The wind was
forecast to come up strong after lunch so everyone was advised to ﬂy
early. Today saw the only substantial damage to models for the
weekend. Strange as the weather and sky’s were about perfect. One
glider left in a tree (later retrieved with some pulling on the still attached
tow line) and one tow plane hitting the ground with a fairly terminal
sounding thump after the pilot (me) got out of shape and a bit dis
oriented. The plane is repairable once the modeller is ready.
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Top to bottom:
First tow of the weekend. Alec Taylor on the front of Ken Mcmillan's new
DG.
Another of Alec's tow planes ready for work.
Same pair diﬀerent tow.
Flying in a very stormy looking sky.

Heading on towards lunch time and everyone had had enough ﬂying
over the three days and started packing up for the trip home. The
predicted wind started to lift which while still quite ﬂyable, was a good
omen to call it quits after three days of great ﬂying.
Finally, many thanks from the Omarama Club to the attendees,
especially the tow pilots, the helpers, Glide Omarama, Omarama
Airﬁeld Limited, The Pink Glider Café.

Model Flying World

F3K

WORLD

CHAMPIONSHIP

2019

HUNGARY

The New Zealand Team for the World Championships was Joe Wurts,
Kevin Botherway and Peter Williams, supported by Jonathan Shorer
as Team manager. We arrived in Hungary on the 10th of July ready for
a day of practice followed by the Budapest Cup, a two day warm up
competition. After registration day there would be four days of
competition followed by a day of ﬂy oﬀs for the individual championship
and then the prizegiving. The location was excellent. A full size airﬁeld
with a huge closely mown grass area and a large Sport hotel providing
facilities such as accommodation, toilets and of course, a bar!
Team New Zealand were accommodated in the nearby town of
Kecskemet about 25kms away but during the next ten days, the airﬁeld
was to be our home for 11 hours each day. Sometimes the organisers
provide shelters for the teams. Most of the European teams bring large
Coleman dome shelters but the long distance travellers were given a
couple of 1 metre beach umbrellas. A shopping trip to the local big
hardware store was required to get us a gazebo and some chairs.
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The team collected their competition planes from the Ukraine team
fresh from Vladimer’s factory and resplendent in a new kiwi livery. First
task was to assemble and test them. Here are some photos of the
setting up phase and our team base.

One of the ﬁrst tasks at a new location is to get used to the local
conditions and the team were soon out on the ﬁeld. As a warm up
exercise they set the clock for thirty second ﬂights and practiced
turnarounds. It is interesting to see that Joe edges into the lead in
these pictures.
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Food & drink on site
Toilet facilities
Overnight staying on site
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Darfield:
Entrance off Creyke Rd over railway line
Contact:
Dave 027 6024302
McLeans Island Scale Flyers

Model Flying World
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There is always a tricky decision to make about how far downwind to
follow a thermal and how high can you get without losing sight of the
model. Here the Japanese and Australian Teams gaze into the far
distance.

Throughout the week, we had both very hot weather and torrential rain.
Joe adapts to the changes.
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Model Flying World

Launching and catching are the most dramatic parts of every ﬂight.

The results?
We had a great time and renewed friendships with ﬂyers from all
around the world. At the end of Day 2 we were in ﬁrst place but each
carrying a “dropper”. But Day three started with strong winds and each
of our pilots in turn misjudged just how tough it would be to get back into
the box. This dropped us down the order and we ﬁnished 9th out of 32
competing nations.

Friday Evening: 7.00-10.00pm
INDOOR FLYING AT TSB STADIUM
$10.00 Landing Fee

Saturday: Pilot Brieﬁng 10.00am
FLOATPLANES AT LAKE RATAPIKO
$10.00 Landing Fee BBQ Lunch
Catered dinner lakeside $10.00
Sunday: Pilot Brieﬁng 10.00am
SPORT FLYING AT RC STRIP
FERNDENE BBQ Lunch
September 2019
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Team New Zealand F5J Golden Team!!

Our Kiwi soaring teams have excelled again on the world stage with the
Team Gold won at the ﬁrst World Champs for F5J.
Kiwis face many more hurdles than the rest of the competitors at a world
championship, ranging from the expense and distance we have to travel to get
to Europe, adjusting to the time zone change, transporting models and so on.
So having dealt with some of those we all got ourselves to Vienna, into rental
cars and over into Slovakia and into a great hotel aptly named Dream Hotel in
the original walled town centre of Trnava that was built as a protective fortress.
The team was three pilots, Joe Wurts, Kevin Botherway, Dave Griﬃn, team
manager Rob Johnston and helper Dave Pratley from Australia. Dave Griﬃn
and Rob Johnston had arrived the previous week to go to the GPS glider
racing in Untermettingen in southern Germany and were watching when the
conditions all combined to enable the equivalent of pylon racing with ⅓ scale
gliders around the 2.4km triangle course with speeds at times exceeding
200km/hr resulting in a new world record of 21 laps in 30 minutes by Florian
Schambeck and team mate Phillip Kolb guiding him. Spectacular!
The World Champs ﬂying site was a 2.7km long grass sport aviation airﬁeld 10
km from Trnava. The ﬁeld is around 200m above sea level, built in 1943 and
used as a reserve airﬁeld in the cold war period. Full size aircraft were
operating at times but we ﬁtted around each other and got to see aircraft not
usually seen in NZ like some from the Zlin family and modern composite sport
aircraft and motor gliders. The airport sloped downhill quite a bit towards the
southeast, this oﬀered an advantage on launching, but caught a number of
pilots out when trying to return at low level from that direction for landing.
Around the airport the terrain was gently sloped to ﬂat with harvested crop
ﬁelds, a quarry about 1km NW and a standing corn crop adjoining the start line
on the far side of the airﬁeld. A power station with its cooling stack chimneys
provided varying information on what the airmass and wind were doing over
the course of most days.
Part of the challenge and satisfaction of soaring is the puzzle of ﬁnding rising
air and we had all sorts of changing conditions to contend with over the course
of a day, even with large changes from one group to the next only 15 minutes
later. On the good weather days the pattern started with light ﬂuﬀy thermals
that could give up on you at any moment just when you thought you had the
ﬂight in the bag, later to strong deﬁned thermals with a bigger ratio of sink to lift
across the sky, ﬂat periods when the area went into shade or diﬀerent air
moved in, and back to very light lift ending up in corridors at the end of the day.
Some heats were incredibly challenging with a ten minute ﬂight not being
possible even from a 200m high launch. Temperatures on a number of days
were well up into the high 30’s C with the challenge of staying hydrated.
Spectacular storms came through on several nights with amazing lightning
and thunder. Fortunately, we only lost a few hours Friday afternoon due to
weather.

Trnava Cup

After a few days of practice and setup adjustment the pre worlds event - the
Trnava Cup began. This featured about 230 ﬂiers - the largest F5J Comp ever
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Top to bottom:
The cultural heart of Trnava, with buildings dating back to the 12th
century. Lots of nice cafes and bars.
Our Kiwi Base Camp. Due to occassional storms overnight we
quickly disassembled it each night
The Golden Boys! Joe, Dave Pratley, Kev, Rob and Dave G
Every model was checked for weight, valid ALES Switch software
and documentation of pilot.

Model Flying World

ﬂown! Pilots ﬂew from 18 lanes 10M apart. With landing
spots located about 20m either side to allow for 2 diﬀerent
landing directions depending on wind. The serves as a
useful test for the organisers and ﬂiers. Held over 2 days 7
rounds were ﬂown. The rules allow for a ﬂiers worst score to
be discarded (a ‘dropper’) Being a short contest the strategy
adopted by many was quite aggressive right from the start
with some very low launches - 20-40M being common. This
is a high risk/ high reward strategy which really paid oﬀ for
some and burned others.
With the lanes so close and so many models in the same
space and at times the same small thermals it is surprising
that there were not more mid airs. We did our best to stay
away from close combat and our models survived unmarked.
In the ﬂy oﬀ for this event Joe placed 2nd with several
brilliant, low, low ﬂying followed by decent thermal climbs
(Joe says too many!) Kev was 28th and Dave 36.
Sunday was reserved for more practice and model scrutiny
by judges to make sure they were legal. In the evening
teams formed up and marched in for the opening ceremony.
A ﬂy over by several historic Zlin low wing trainers and other
sport aircraft marked the event ‘open’.

Models

Trnava is known to be quite windy at times. With this in mind,
Joe and Vladimir had decided to build 3 diﬀerent models for
the team. All are the new Plus X, which evolved from the
Plus Pro (inverted V Tail design). We have a mega light FAI
minimum version weighing as low as 1023gm - ours with
battery and little lead to balance were around 1100gms. A
‘windy’ version weighing 1450gm and a ‘storm’ weighing
1650gm. The extra weight added in construction with extra
material and ballast tubes in the wing.
We received our models 9 days before the comp and in
Dave's case just a few days before he left NZ. Vladimir and
his team had built them for us with servos installed, we just
needed to install receivers, ESC’s and Motors, just a few
Top to bottom:
Rapid retreat to base camp as a rain storm approached. This
was the only time lost in the 10 days we ﬂew.
Event oﬃcial timekeepers checked landing and ALES Switch
for F5J height.
Joe about to launch Dave's MegaLight Plus X. At just 1100gm a
delight to ﬂy. Note kiwi thermal detectors in action.
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hours for each model. This left not a lot of time to dial models
in and get used to the diﬀerent weights and penetration
ability of the new wing section. We seem to have coped OK.

Team Strategy.

Looking ahead at the forecast we felt that many would take
risks that would not pay oﬀ. We decided before the start of
the event to ﬂy conservatively and accept less than
maximum scores, and let others take the risks and
potentially back their way down the score sheets.
The ﬁrst day featured quite light conditions with lots of low
launches. Some as low as 18m. Often lift was to be found
low over the hangar and pit area. This was also a declared
safety area with no ﬂying below 6m. Some breached this and
received penalties which could not be discarded. We
launched higher accepted lower scores. Day 2 and 3 saw
the wind increase markedly - (to more typical NZ conditions!)
and a lot of the main players landed downwind after chasing
low thermals that did not get them high enough to ﬂy back.
Beyond 75m from the landing spot a ZERO is scored. We
ﬂew our Stormy’s with ballast in the wing tubes and in the
fuselage increasing the weight to about 1900gm. We
launched higher and travelled further upwind and with Joes
awesome ability to pick air we made nearly all our times with
just one ‘zero’ for Kev as he got caught low behind a tree line.
Our goal was to make the full ﬂight time on every ﬂight.. Day 4
and 5 featured lighter winds when we ﬂew our Windy and
UltraLight models. The lightest model excelled in the very
light lift of early evening. At times the air was diﬃcult to pick
and despite launching to around 200m many were landing in
3 minutes… which really hurts if even one ﬂier gets full time.

Top to bottom:
We each took 3 of the latest Plus X design from Joe and
Vladimir.
Another 50 point landing
Joe placed 2nd in the Pre Worlds Trnava Cup event.

Also of note was the kiwis not scoring any max’s (1000
points) , lots of 900+ scores, a few 800’s. Dave ended the
contest with the highest discard score of all the competitors.
There were 103 seniors and about 30 Juniors some looking
younger than 10 years old. Quite an accomplishment for one
so young.
The net result was a team score well ahead of the next team.
NZ 39441, Czech 38605 and USA 38409.
After 15 rounds of open competition Joe was placed 3rd,
Dave 13th and Kev 19th. The top 14 ﬂiers were then called in
for a four round ﬂy oﬀ, alternating with the Junior Fly oﬀ. Not
all the ﬂiers made it back to the 75m line so scored zeros,
with no dropper this really hurt their placings. Joe ended up
4th and Dave 9th. Thanks to Marcus Stent from Australia
and Mario Lucca from Brazil who supported Dave and Joe in
the ﬂy oﬀ, along with Rob and Kev.
Another excellent event for us and a very pleasing result. It
was also pleasing to see how many followed our progress in
detail each day. Thank you for your support.

Soaring Rocks!!

Kev, Joe, Rob and the Daves

1st F5J WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2019
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From the
perspective of a new comer
To say that I did not know anything about RC Pylon ﬂying 18 months ago is an
understatement. Coming from a sailing background it was a very diﬀerent sport to
what I was used to and I liked it.
While down at John and Sharon’s JR Airsail’s club ﬁeld at Mercer for Pylon meetings
I found that the best thing to do was to get involved, so I helped with timing and hung
around with Les. Now Les King was no stranger to Pylon ﬂying having ﬂown RC
planes since 1993. As I was now stepping out with Les I took an interest in his sport
RC model aircraft. So much so that I started to launch his F3D models and
everything that goes along with that such as retrieving the plane after its landed, and
it does not matter how many pieces there are it is my job to retrieve as much as I can.
As Les did not qualify for F3D World Champs he took on F5D, now what a challenge
that was for us both. At ﬁrst I did not launch and so spent more time in the timing van.
But after a short period of time it was me out on the strip holding this fast, slippery
powerful machine looking for the start light or call to hand launch. I remember one
day being out on the ﬁeld in Mercer holding the model waiting for our turn to launch
and someone said to Les “so who is going to hand launch for you Les”? I did we were
fast becoming a team!
Over the next six months we both became a lot more proﬁcient in the art of ﬂying and
hand launching F5D. We did have a couple of mishaps on our home ﬁeld but we did
not tell anyone about those, one was pretty ﬁnal actually.
In the little spare time we found we would head out to our local Kaikohe ﬁeld to
practice for the upcoming 2019 FAI F3D/F5D World Championships for Pylon
Racing Model Aircraft in Maryborough, Australia. It came around fast. Before we
knew it we were winging our way across the Tasman with a big model case, two
suitcases and four carry-on pieces.
I remember our ﬁrst day out at the Maryborough Aero-modellers Club ﬁeld where the
event was being held. We found a table between Tom Wetherill (NZ F3D) and the
French team and so it began practice, practice and more practice. The fence
between the pits and ﬁeld was a godsend on a couple of occasions. These F3D and
F5D planes are fast especially when ﬂown at this level and the aircraft crash and burn
pretty decisively. There were thirteen countries represented and most were wearing
labelled gear so you could tell who was who.
We had 4 days of preparation before the main event and it was good to have that time
to get ourselves feeling conﬁdent in our new environment and to iron out any
lingering dicky bits. Les’s models came from Big Bruce Racing and the third one to
be added to the ﬂeet was picked up when we arrived and had its ﬁrst ﬂight the day
before the event. Now I know that’s not normal practice but like I said it had been a
busy year.
F5D ﬂew in the morning on the ﬁrst day of competition to be followed in the afternoon
by F5D, this was alternated over the next 4 oﬃcial race days. Team NZ F3D’s ﬂew
well with John and Ross being pleased with the day’s performance.
Team NZ F5D’s namely Les and I did not do so well on the ﬁrst day, we had three
races and had repairs needed to all three planes, one ended up not being repaired at
all. I must add though that one of the races was a re-run and one a re-run of the rerun due to timing system failures. Originally we did get a time.
The trees were close and hard to judge when landing, a number of teams got caught
in the branches until they learned a safe ﬂight path to land. We had a bit of a bush
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walk on one misjudged landing and had lots of help to
ﬁnd the plane and get it out of the tree tops, surprisingly
it only had minor damage. We were well out done in the
crash department by Team USA who took out Pylon 1
blowing plane and pylon to shreds. Team Italy
launched a model only for it to ﬂy oﬀ into the yonder
never to be seen again!
The main tent was vast with every participant having a
work table which went alphabetically by country
starting with Australia at one end and the United States
at the other end. We were between the Netherlands
and Sweden with Japan and Switzerland not too far
away. It was a lively place to be. Frantic repairs,
polishing, team talking, oﬃcial business, sunscreen,
raised voices, despair, joy, excitement, dust, sun, fuel,
onlookers all rubbing shoulders under that big tent as
the competitions continued for 4 days.
It was great. Team NZ supported each other in every
way we knew how, we gave people their space,
encouragement and we celebrated as we Kiwis know
how to do.

Model Flying World

Les and I with the F5D may not have won ﬁrst prize or place and yet the
experience was a prize in its self because we did it, we experienced it
and we ﬁnished with a score. We beat the Japanese team of three.
So from a skirt wearing woman’s perspective, I do not understand why
there are not more women involved out on the ﬁeld. Team NZ was the
only team to have women participating, and there were three of us;
Noeline Craighead, Tania Danks and myself Judy Hunter all of whom
were callers and ﬁrst-timers to the F3D – F5D World Championships.
We competed as well as the next person and had a lot of fun while
gaining valuable experience doing so.

Judy Hunter
Caller for Les King

NZ 2019 F5D World Championship Team

UPPER NORTH ISLAND PYLON CALENDAR 2019/2020 SEASON
2019

October 20th
November 17th
December 22nd Race day & Xmas BBQ
All meetings except the Nationals will be held at the
Airsail MAC ﬁeld, 299 Native Rd., Pukekawa.

September 2019

2020

January 2nd/3rd (rain date 4th) NZ Nationals
Carterton
February 23rd Waikato Champs
March 22nd
April 26th (ANZAC Weekend)
May 24th Race day & End of season get together
BBQ
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Vintage
SIG
Dave Crook &
Wayne Cartwright

To Contact the SIG Committee
1. For general enquiries, to be registered as a SIG member, and
matters regarding competition rules, contact Don Mossop
(Chairman & Secretary) donmossop@gmail.com
2. To be placed on the free email circulation list for AVANZ News, and
to contribute articles and ideas, contact Bernard Scott (AVANZ
News Editor): scott.scott@xtra.co.nz.
3. To be sent free pdf plans from the AVANZ Plans Service, including
access to the huge Co-op Plans archive, contact Mark Venter
(AVANZ Plans Coordinator): avanzplans@xtra.co.nz.
4. To be sent regular updates on monthly vintage ﬂying at Levin,
Contact Allan Knox at allan.j.knox@gmail.com

Vintage Contest Schedule for 2019 / 2020 Season
NNI Series

September 21 and 22 – Airsail
October 19 and 20 – Blackfeet
November 23 and 24 – Tuakau
December – Not ﬂown
January - NZ Nationals, Carterton
February 22 and 23 – Tuakau
March 14 to 16 – NI Champs - Airsail
April 18 and 19 – Blackfeet
May 30 and 31 – Tuakau

SNI Events at Levin

Bob Burling 15 and 16 February 2020
Gareth Newton 18 and 19 April 2020
John Selby 19 and 20 September 2020

Brett’s Lanzo Bomber, aka ‘balsa Overcast’

About three years ago, Brett scored himself a bargain at the Hangar
One stall at Warbirds and came away with a box bigger than himself
containing a Lanzo Bomber kit and somehow I got infected with a
Super Slicker plan from a free ﬂight associate in the UK and since then
things have gone from Bad to Badder! There is no doubt that in any
organization for a project to be successful you need some one or two to
supply the enthusiasm and give direction and I guess we have been
able to do that. The club presently boasts some 14 active Vintagers
with at least seven currently ﬂying competitively at either NDC or Club
level.

There will also be monthly Vintage one day meetings at Levin focusing
on NDC events. Contact Allan Knox for regular updates on ﬂying days.

Why we build and ﬂy Vintage

Barrie Russell, Brett Robinson, members of Model Flying Hawkes Bay

Column writer’s note: I have known Brett now for many years since
Auckland Soar was formed in the mid-nineties. Brett has always been
a competitive and formidable glider pilot and now brings his skills and
expertise to the Vintage arena. He along with Barrie Russell have both
done a wonderful job of establishing a serious and competitive group
of ﬂyers with the emphasis of having fun. The following photos depict
the strength of the Vintage movement currently in the Bay. Well done
lads.
Over to Barrie and Brett……

VINTAGE in the BAY.

Barrie Russell.

MFHB.

Following a request from Dave Crook for an article about what has
been happening Vintage wise in Hawkes Bay, here is an update on our
activities and some comment on the vintage scene. Vintage building
and sport ﬂying has been established at Model Flying Hawkes Bay for
many years, and given the additional competitive interest of a middle
aged nutter and an aged nutter, namely Brett and myself over the past
three years, interest at our club has escalated. About ten plus years
ago, I organized a Tomboy building program, but being ignorant of the
Vintage rules it never really captured the members’ enthusiasm even
though we had some dozen or more built. Four of us had some regular
competition with lighter, more competitive models, but eventually that
gave way to other aero pursuits.
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The team at work at Awatoto Field, Barrie, Grant, Brett, Stan, Gavin, Barry,
Derek & Mark.

We are fortunate to have a good clubroom / workshop facility adjacent
to Awatoto ﬁeld and this has allowed us to assist less experienced
members with their builds and encourage others to join in. Our recent
build of six classic era “Night Trains” has been a huge success with two
being completed in the club shed as well as a Stardust and a Buzzard
emerging from the workshop with members’ assistance. We hold a
regular Tuesday “Shed morning” which encompasses all aspects of
modelling, building and repair and general chatter, camaraderie and
tea & coﬀee, so successfully that there is already talk of the need to
enlarge the “Shed”! Similarly we hold regular Thursday morning
(weather permitting) Vintage ﬂying at Awatoto Field with impromptu
competitions, and endeavour to encourage NDC ﬂying for qualifying
models on a Saturday morning or Sunday if necessary.

Model Flying World

As our interest and knowledge of the Vintage scene grows there is
increasing involvement of members. I have recently completed a Ron
Waring Voodoo (pictured at bottom left) to ﬂy in the Vintage E Rubber
competition and already Grant is building a Lanzo Cabin, and two
others are close to starting their E Rubber choices and I’m conﬁdent
more will follow. Much to the surprise of many at MFHB who shy away
from competition, the competitive side of Vintage ﬂying which is nonjudgmental, is proving quite a draw card especially if one or two of us
are prepared to take the time and make the eﬀort to rally and organize
the troops.
From my own experience, I have to say how impressed I am with the
assistance and advice from other members of the Vintage SIG and the
very un-selﬁsh sharing of knowledge some of which is hard won from
years of experience and freely given on request. Coming from a power
ﬂying and composite building background I sure have a lot to learn and
am immensely grateful for the assistance and advice received.
I’m sure other clubs with established vintage involvement have been
down the same path and I would certainly encourage any members
who ﬂy in clubs where there is little interest to consider going down the
path of encouragement where you can all reap the beneﬁts of Vintage
building and ﬂying.

What vintage means to me.

Brett Robinson. MFHB.

Having come from a mainly soaring background, vintage just has that
appeal of not only having to decide on a plan / class, you then have to
actually work out the size you need to build to. Added to that is the need
to then also calculate wing area, motor and battery sizes and then
actually build the model to a certain weight.
To me Vintage is an all encompassing part of the hobby as you have to
do it all, the model / class decision, the build and the ﬂying.
This complete ‘package’ is pretty well not the case with most other
aeromodelling disciplines where the RTF and the Moulded model have
now come to the fore. Sure, that is most certainly a good thing for the
hobby in general, but to me there is no satisfaction better that creating a
model yourself from scratch, and then seeing it in the air ﬂying the way
you really wanted it to!
Conclusion.
Vintage building and ﬂying ticks all the boxes.
.
There is a plethora of plans and kits available.
.
The vintage and classic models satisfy those who wish to
revisit their building skills.
.
The models are less expensive and often more easily
repairable.
.
Flying is fun and Competitions are available for the more
competitive minded at club and national level and there are
regular monthly NDC competitions.
.
The competitions are non-judgmental, you ﬂy a time and you
land in an area, but you do have a challenge and can usually ﬂy
in your own time.
.
The Vintage rules covering all classes and competitions are
available in the Vintage SIG site at …
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/docs/comprules/S04-Vintage.pdf
At Model Flying Hawkes Bay, we’re having a ball, why don’t you
come and join us or organize some similar activity in your own
club if it is not already happening. The past is the way of the
future! Vintage rocks….too !!

Top to bottom:
“Night Train” time in the Shed.
A Gaggle of “Night Trains” assembled for an impromptu Classic E
Duration competition.
In the “Shed”, Peter has just received his Buzzard Short kit from Hangar
One and is receiving advice from Derek.
69 inch Voodoo, enlarged from a Ron Waring plan for the E Rubber comp
awaiting it’s test ﬂight. My lightest build ever at 4.09 ounces/sq ft wing
loading.
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Tuakau MAC RC Vintage and Classical Contest and
Rally. 25 – 26 May 2019
The last event of the 2018 – 2019 season.

To all those that turned up to ﬂy our last scheduled competition and rally
event for the 2018 – 2019 season, thank you. We could not have
planned the forecast any better if we had tried so to have had two
successful events in a row, April and May is a rarity. Thanks also to
those who did not ﬂy but helped out as additional timers and
spectators, this is always appreciated.
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Many of us drove through patches of thick fog to get to Tuakau but once
at the ﬁeld we were pleasantly surprised by clear skies and sunshine.
The early morning air on both days could only be described as “dead”,
not surprising given the chill in the air. It was only after 10.30 a.m. that
the air began stirring. Not only did we begin to warm up but the planes
started an upward trend also.
The weekend also marked a change to the ﬂying rules for the ﬁve E
Texaco classes we ﬂy. The previous rules that speciﬁed rounds with
maxes and provision for an unlimited ﬂy-oﬀ were substituted for a rule
that speciﬁes two unlimited ﬂights, both counting. Under the new rules
there is no ﬂy-oﬀ and the end result is ﬁnal. All other classes remain the
same.
I think everyone that ﬂew in the classes pertaining to the new rules
enjoyed the new format, I certainly did and to my knowledge no one
was heard grumbling. Not in my ear anyway.
For some reason or another Vintage Precision seemed to be waning
as of late with very few entries but on this occasion there were seven
entries with Mr bullseye himself Don Mossop still taking top honours.
Don however was just pipped to the post in Classical Precision by
David Gush. Don also taking out Vintage E Duration with a perfect 3
round score and ﬂy-oﬀ.
In the Classical E Duration event Dave Crook just held oﬀ David Gush.
Keith Trillo test ﬂew his Korda Stickler to a 51 minute ﬂight in round 1 of
E Rubber Texaco. I’d like to say it was all hot air but as I was there I
know just how cold it was. Keith being the very skillful builder and pilot
that he is proved you don’t always need a thermal, but the one or two
that did come along certainly helped. Following behind Keith the
Vintage E Rubber class is certainly taking oﬀ (no pun intended) with
more of these aircraft appearing at every event. A very challenging
class to build and succeed in.
If you haven’t already done so there is an excellent article about E
Rubber Texaco designs in the June edition of MFW written by Wayne
Cartwright. Check it out on page 41, have a read and build yourself a
winner over winter.
Amongst the entrants it was great to see Bernard Scott back at the ﬁeld
ﬂying a number of his aircraft in the 1/2A, A and Open Texaco classes.
Wayne unfortunately was unable to ﬂy but helped Bernard out as
timekeeper.
The E Sports Cabin Texaco yielded a good number of entries also with
Keith’s Kea coming out on top closely followed by John Butchers newly
built Buzzer. David Squires also ﬂew his new plane in the E Sports
Cabin which I believe was in the process of test ﬂying.
Yet another new plane making its ﬁrst appearance was Don Mossops
MG2 built for the E Texaco Class. Don had a few test ﬂights but the
aircraft was not ﬂown competitively on the day.
Again, thank you to all the usual suspects that turn up and ﬂy and help
make the Vintage SIG what it is, with special thanks to Doug Baunton
who often makes the trip north from his home in New Plymouth. Doug
also joining the E Rubber fraternity with his Golly Wock.
Also to David Gush who supplied the lunchtime BBQ. Awesome.
Happy building over winter everyone .
Regards
Dave Crook and Tony Gribble

Right top to bottom:
Wayne Cartwright keeping time for Bernard
Scott’s Playboy
Keith Trillos Korda Stickler
Tony Gribbles Miss FX
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The Nationals are approaching, this
time back in Clareville starting on the
31st December. See elsewhere in the
mag for more information on the Nats
in general, including an RC1 program
which should make it easy to see
when Aerobatics, Pylon and Scale
are on. As we have done in previous
years we are having shared half day
slots on RC1. In recent times the
combined IMAC and Pattern events
have been working well, so as we did
in Matamata at the last nats, we are
running Pattern, IMAC and Classic all
rolled into one. Half day slots and a
combined program, means when that
big nasty Wairarapa weather bomb
hits, we can deal with it. Two years
ago in Clareville we pretty much lost
our IMAC day due to weather. The
nats is a 5 day event, but we have
scheduled everything in to ﬁnish
within the ﬁrst 4 days. The 5th and
ﬁnal day is up our sleeve, but don’t be
surprised if we need to use it to ﬁnish
things oﬀ if the weather doesn’t play
ball. Clubman and Classic will be the
main focus for the ﬁrst morning
session with an 8am start. We did a
promo “Loop Roll and Win” contest
last year, so with a bit of luck we get a
few newbies having a go at Clubman.
If you can do a loop and a roll, you are well on your way to ﬂying the Clubman
schedule. We will be doing some demo ﬂights before the contest starts, and we will
pair newbies up with a “Nats buddy”, so we will look after you if you want to come and
have a go. Clubman was won last year by a ﬁrst timer, so don’t be scared. Look on the
NZRCAA website for more info on the Club rules and schedule plus tips.
Classic Pattern – At the Anzac weekend event in Norsewood, we ﬁnally managed to
get some Classic Aerobatics ﬂown. We had tried to get this oﬀ the ground at the
Matamata Nats, but in the ﬁrst round the Dr’s motor exploded, and the other classic
model of Lew Woods failed to make it past the ﬁrst manoeuvre, the only two guys left
were ﬂying modern pattern models, which kind of made classic a bit of a ﬁzzer. But in
Norsewood we got some traction. Ewan and Hamish Galloway ﬂew their recently
completed “Doug Spreng Twister”, with screaming Webra Speed 61 (Ewan’s motor
from 1974 !) on the front. Frazer and Jarrod Briggs ﬂew another late 60’s model, a Phil
Kraft Kwik Fli with a YS63 (no muﬄer). Kerry Nichols had a go with his Extra 260, not
very classic right, but you can ﬂy anything so why not get involved. The centre
manoeuvres only schedule is a lot of fun, we’ve got the old “3 outside loops from the
top”, plus the ﬁgure M is a tricky one. The manoeuvres are a bit of a step up from the
current Clubman schedule. The highlight has to be the free pass at the end (read that
as who can do the fastest beatup … lowest wins !!!). We will be ﬂying classic at the
nats, so if you have a dusty old model from the 60’s or 70’s, it’s just what you need. Put
some modern gear in it. We have some fun bonus points for “classicness” speed,
noise etc , so that helps the guys with the old models that are harder to ﬂy, but actually
you can ﬂy classic with any model. We want participation. Check out the info on the
NZRCAA website for a copy of the Classic rules and schedule.
Trans Tasman – This was a few months back now, we had a very successful
Aerobatics Trans Tasman ﬂying against the ozzies up on the Sun Shine coast in a little
spot called Tin Can Bay. A nice place near the ocean, but the mozzies had us all
looking like measles patients after a few days. Both F3A and Advanced guys made the
journey, with the team made up of John Knox, Ewan Galloway, Andrew Stiver and Paul
Tomlinson in Advanced. Brian Dooley, Hamish Galloway, Frazer Briggs and Andrew
Palmer in F3A. So quite a big team, with all the scores combining against the selected
Ozzies across the two classes. For the ﬁrst time on Australian soil, the kiwi team came
away with the win, which was fantastic result. The TT has been going since the early
70’s and we don’t feature on the trophy very often, but we’ve just had back to back
wins. The banter and laughs between the two teams is what makes this event so much
fun. Some of the team got to feed the local dolphins breakfast one morning. The
following weekend most of us stuck around for the Ozzy Masters, back down the coast
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Top: Sean Galloway wins Sportsman at the Australian
Masters. Nice one “Sprocket”.
Above: Jarrod Briggs caught out “Hanging Around” in
Norsewood

in Coolum. The weather closed in during the week, and
most of Queensland was under water, including pretty
much the entire Coolum club ﬁeld. (Remember that
weekend when a bridge in the South Island was
knocked out on the west coast, same weather bomb).
As it turned out the rain was not too much of a problem
once it has passed through, but the frog noise left
behind was insane. Some of us that were in campers
checked into an Air BNB for some home comforts and
to get out of the weather. Another successful weekend
here, with young Sean Galloway taking a 1st place win
in the Sportsman event. He ﬂew well when his dad
called him right. Andrew Stiver made the podium in
Advanced, and Andrew Palmer was 3rd in F3A up
against some classy competition. Onda from Japan
was there, the current F3A World Champ, so it was a
treat to watch him in action.
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World Champs– As I write, the F3A world champs are about to get
underway in Italy. Andrew Palmer has been over there for about 2
months now, ﬂying the European circuit with some really good results
at some of the big World Cup meets. Suetonia is headed over to be the
Team Manager and caller, and also representing NZ is ex pat Brian
Dooley. “Hooley Dooley” has been a team manager many times at
these big events, but this time he’s going to be holding the transmitter
rather than a clipboard. Many thanks to MFNZ who have given our SIG
some ﬁnancial assistance in getting our team there. Two years ago the
WC’s were in Argentina, and it was so windy portaloo’s were blowing
over. This time in Italy it is forecast to be nice and calm. Fingers
crossed it goes well for our boys.
Coming Events – We have a “bevy” of coming events for the 2020
summer season. We are currently working on a central venue that we
haven’t used for some time. More info on that once it has been
approved. Plus we have a few other venue on the calendar, including
a few “intro events”. So hopefully there is something happening in an
area near you. For the full calendar, and more info about what’s on, and
where, see our NZRCAA.co.nz website. Here are a few of the
Aerobatic events coming up this side of xmas.
September 29th
October 5/6
November 2nd
November 9th
November 16th
November 23/24
Oct or Nov
December 7th
December 7th

JR Airsail (Mercer)
Combined Central event – Venue TBC
Awatoto (Hawkes Bay)
Tect Park “Intro Day” (Tauranga)
Highbrook “Intro Day” (Auckland)
Combined Central event – Venue TBC
Trentham (Wellington) – Date TBC
Norsewood (Hawkes Bay)
JR Airsail (Mercer)

Top to bottom:
Simon and Mel Tansley with the Calmato. If you've got a model like this, its
perfect for Clubman Aerobatics.
Jarrod and Frazer with their Classic model, Phil Kraft “Kwik Fli” from an
old Graupner kit.
Ewan Galloways Big Slick 360, with his new Classic model in the
foreground – 1967 “Twister” by Doug Spreng. It's got Ewans original 1974
Webra Speed 61 on the front and makes some noise.
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2019 NZ Soaring Champs

September - Hawkes Bay

26th - F3B (Also R3 NI Series)
27th - Premier Duration
28th - F5J and ALES
29th - F3K
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
September 2019
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2019 New Zealand F3K Team
New Zealand was represented at the F3K World Championships this
year by Pilots Peter Williams, Joe Wurts and Kevin Botherway with
Jonathan Shorer as Team Manager. The team at one stage was in ﬁrst
place but were unable to maintain this ﬁnishing 9th. Joe ﬂew in the ﬂyoﬀs ﬁnishing 7th overall. See a write-up from the TM elsewhere in this
magazine.

President
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 0275570470
Secretary/Treasurer
David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782
Committee
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Dave Griﬃn (Christchurch), Joe Wurts
(Hawkes Bay), John Shaw (Timaru), Allan Knox (Wellington) & Peter
Williams (Paraparaumu)
Soaring SIG email
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info at
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html
Facebook
NZ Soaring SIG & NZ R/C Soaring.
Postal address
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412
Please don’t forget about our local events on the soaring calendar and
really make and eﬀort to attend. The NDC calendar is another great
mixture of events you can do at club level and follow up on with national
results in the MFW.

Upcoming events.

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept 26th
Sept 27th
Sept 28th
Sept 29th
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct 2 - 3
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov 23 - 24
Dec 7 - 8

NDC Event #92, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
NDC Event #93, ALES Radian Class P
NDC Event #94, Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
Soarchamps - F3B (Also R3 NI Series) - Hawkes Bay
Soarchamps - Premier Duration - Hawkes Bay
Soarchamps - F5J and ALES Radian - Hawkes Bay
Soarchamps - F3K - Hawkes Bay
NDC Event #95, ALES 123 Class N
NDC Event #96, ALES Radian Class P
NDC Event#97, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H (total raw scores)
NDC Event #98, FAI F5J, 4 Rnds (Total Raw Scores )
Southern Fling F3K & F3K Rnd 3 NI series-Matamata
NDC Event #99, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H (total raw scores)
NDC Event#100, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
NDC Event #101, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
F3B Round 4 NI Series - Hawkes Bay
SI Electric FAI F5J, Christchurch.

Aug 7th - 18th International WC F5J, Trnava, Slovakia
The second Soaring team attending World Championships this year
was the F5J team of Pilots David Griﬃn, Joe Wurts and Kevin
Botherway with Rob Johnston as Team Manager. By the time you read
this the result will be known. Go to www.mcttrnava.sk
NZ Soarchamps 2019
The 2019 Soarchamps will be held in Hawkes Bay again this year.
This is a move from the scheduled location of Matamata. The ﬂying
ﬁeld in HB is guaranteed and accommodation normally plentiful.
Four days of great soaring.
72nd National Champs
This year the National champs are back in Clareville from 31st Dec 4th January 2020.
This Nats starts with ALES 200 (Class N) on the 31st starting 8:30am
thru until 12:00pm where Premier Duration (Class C) starts after the
lunch break at 1:00 p.m.
Day two will be FAI F3J starting 8:30am followed by FAI F3B
scheduled to start a little earlier on day three the 2nd Jan at 8:00am.
Friday the 3rd is our electric soaring day with F5J from 8:30am and
ALES Radian beginning at 2:00pm.
The ﬁnal day sees the popular FAI F3K event scheduled for a 8.30am
start.
See you at the nats.

2019 New Zealand F3K Team
July 14 - 20 International WC F3K, Jakabszallas, Hungary
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control line
SIG

The engine bearing on Steve's model failed for the third time in close
succession during the day. Looks like the old engine is heading for the
scrap bin.

2020 Nationals

David Thornley

Rotorua MAC CL weekend

During May, the seventh and ﬁnal event of the North Island Stunt
Series was held during the annual control line weekend at Rotorua
MAC. The aerobatics are actually held in the inﬁeld of Arawa Park
horse racing track in town, since ﬂiers there can be sure of steady wind
direction compared to the gusty, swirly stuﬀ that can blow across the
RMAC ﬁeld at Mead Road.
This was indeed the case on May 18/19 when a very unsettled
weekend forecast did not look at all good. As it turned out Saturday was
OK.... no rain, with but a constant cool wind blowing straight from Mt
Ngongotaha with all showers being deﬂected away by the mountain.
There were about seven pilots for the Saturday stunt meeting with the
farthest travelled being Kim and Tawhai Webby from Whangarei. The
ﬁnal result of the NISS had Kevin Barnes from Hamilton as the overall
winner of the F2b international class ﬂying a Yatsenko Shark, another
Hamilton ﬂier, Glen Lewis winning the sportsman class with his Pizazz
and yours truly winning the classic event, ﬂying his Wolverine which
was bought from a bring and buy event about thee years ago and has
been crashed many times since.
Sunday featured team racing at the Mead Road ﬁeld on the grass
control line area. The morning started ﬁne, and then deteriorated into
steady rain which ﬁnally cleared away during an early lunch to leave a
cold and slightly showery afternoon. About six pilots raced with no real
dramas and due to mechanical problems of one sort and another, there
were no really close races. Like all competitions, "proper preparation
prevents poor performance”

Thanks to the work put in by Rob Wallace and Kevin Barnes, the CL
schedule this year should be better integrated with other events and
avoid clashes, especially with the free ﬂight activities which are
popular with CL'ers. The SIG AGM is scheduled for Friday evening
with prizegiving on Saturday afternoon after FF prizegiving.

Remits (Again)

In late 2017 four remits were proposed to introduce Spectra to control
line ﬂying in New Zealand. These all failed to reach the required 75%
acceptance level. They have been amended to hopefully remove the
points of contention. Remember, there are four remits, with the ﬁrst two
covering general and sport CL ﬂying in NZ. The last two cover speciﬁc
rules for aerobatic and combat ﬂying in NZ classes.

Remits to Allow Spectra Type Control Lines

Earlier this year, an attempt was made to introduce gel spun ultra high
molecular weight polyethylene (e.g. Spectra) control lines into MFNZ
control line ﬂying. The four remits for the rule changes failed.
It was believed that the remits failed due to;
• R1 and R2 did not make it clear enough that the changes were to
the general ﬂying rules i.e. any control line ﬂying by MFNZ
members.
• R3 remit included an international class (F2b)
• R4 did not cover the situation of mixed lines in NZ slow combat.
To correct the deﬁciencies, the remits have been amended, and are
now put up again, as below for fresh voting.

Introduction

The use of CL material other than steel is currently prohibited for CL
ﬂying in NZ.
Braided ﬁshing line, known as "gel spun ultra high molecular weight
polyethylene" e.g. brands such as Spectra or Dyneema is a modern
alterative to steel and have tensile properties equal to conventional
steel lines with less stretch. For CL use they also have other
advantages such as increased resistance to kinking and fatigue,
lighter weight, ready availability, higher visibility and easier
terminations.
The following remits propose the adoption of this material for CL ﬂying
in general sport, NZ aerobatic classes, NZ slow combat and NZ scale.
More information and discussion on the material, terminations and its
use in other countries can be found on the CL SIG section of the MFNZ
web site.
Proposed by:

NISS competitors at RMAC. It was very cool, but the rain held oﬀ.

Supported by:

Gerald Wimmer, AFFC. ﬂy.kakanui@gmail.com
09 420 4429
David Thornley, RMAC. Bryce Gibson,

Remit 1
To amend the general ﬂying Code of Practice Rule:
That Rule 2.4 of the CODE OF PRACTICE FOR THE SAFE
OPERATION OF CONTROL LINE MODEL AIRCRAFT as follows:
2.4 For all competition classes, lines shall be of made of steel or
stainless steel. Other types of line such as Terylene, Polyester, Kevlar
or monoﬁlament Nylon (ﬁshing line) are not permitted.
Is modiﬁed to read:
2.4 For all competition classes and sport ﬂying, lines shall be made of
steel or stainless steel. Other types of line such as Terylene, Polyester,
Kevlar or monoﬁlament Nylon (ﬁshing line) are not permitted. Lines
made of braided construction "ultra high molecular weight
polyethylene" material e.g. Spectra or Dyneema are permitted, as
allowed by individual class rules.

Sunday grass team racing at RMAC ﬁeld. Missing from the photo is
Brendan Robinson. Steve Hanson is training his son as a TR pit man.

September 2019

This is to allow both competitive and sport CL ﬂying using Spectra type
lines under the MFNZ rules and cover.
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Remit 2
To amend the general ﬂying rule:
That Rule 1.3 of the NZMAA Flying Rules: Section 3: Control Line as
follows:
1.3 CONTROL LINES All lines which control the ﬂight of the model
must be of steel, free of corrosion, kinks or weaknesses. No cord or
string connections may be used as part of the control lines or in their
attachment to the control handle.
Is modiﬁed to read:
1.3 CONTROL LINES All lines which control the ﬂight of the model
must be of steel, free of corrosion, kinks or weaknesses. No cord or
string connections may be used as part of the control lines or in their
attachment to the control handle. Lines made of braided construction
"ultra high molecular weight polyethylene" material e.g. Spectra or
Dyneema are permitted, as allowed by individual class rules.
This is to allow competitive and sport CL ﬂying using Spectra type lines
under the MFNZ rules and cover.
Remit 3
CONTROL LINE AEROBATICS
That Rule 3 of the NZMAA Flying Rules: Section 3: Control Line
Sportsman Aerobatics
Is amended to include a new rule:
3.3f Control lines may be made of steel, or braided construction "ultra
high molecular weight polyethylene" material e.g. Spectra or
Dyneema.
And rule 3.3b as follows:
3.3b) minimum line diameter: 0.3 mm (with a tolerance of minus 0.011
mm)
Is amended to read:
3.3b) For steel lines only; minimum line diameter: 0.3 mm (with a
tolerance of minus 0.011 mm)
Note: The ﬂying rules for Classic stunt are the same as for Sportsman
so the amendments above will also apply to Classic Stunt

control line
SIG

VOTING FORM

To be valid, this form is to be emailed, to the returning oﬃcer (SIG
treasurer) by the date speciﬁed, with all ﬁelds completed.
Returning Oﬃcer: Kevin Barnes, email: K.Barnes@xtra.co.nz
Remit No 1: Rule 2.4 C.O.P. for Safe Flying
Remit No 2: Rule 1.3 of the NZMAA Flying Rules: Section 3:
Control Line
Remit No 3: Control Line Aerobatics
Remit No 4: Rule 7.2d) of the NZMAA Flying Rules: Section 3:
CONTROL LINE SLOW COMBAT and new rule
7.2 i)
Date published in MFW:

September 10, 2019 (estimated)

Voting deadline:

Nov 10, 2019

Remit No 1 I vote for the remit

I vote against the remit

Remit No 2 I vote for the remit

I vote against the remit

Remit No 3 I vote for the remit

I vote against the remit

Remit No 4 I vote for the remit

I vote against the remit

Name
MFW membership No.
Residentual address

Email address
Telephone number

Remit 4
That SPECIFICATIONS rule 7.2d) of the NZMAA Flying Rules:
Section 3: CONTROL LINE SLOW COMBAT RULES as follows:
7.2d) Lines: 15.92 m (no diameter restriction). Pull test equal to 20
times the model weight before every bout
Is modiﬁed to read:
7.2 d) Lines: steel, or ultra high molecular weight polyethylene type,
15.92 m length (no diameter restriction). Pull test equal to 20 times the
model weight before every bout.
A new rule 7.2 i) is added:
If the contest director and all competitors agree, Spectra can be used
in a competition or combat meeting however mixed control line
materials in a bout are forbidden. Any competitor using Spectra lines
must check the lines being used by his opponent in the next bout and
change to steel if it is found that his next bout is to be fought with a
competitor using steel lines.

CL SIG Voting Form
To be valid, this form is to be emailed, to the returning oﬃcer (SIG
treasurer) by the date speciﬁed,
with all ﬁelds completed.
Returning Oﬃcer: Kevin Barnes, email: K.Barnes@xtra.co.nz
Remit No 1:
Rule 2.4 C.O.P. for Safe Flying
Remit No 2:
Rule 1.3 of the NZMAA Flying Rules:
Section 3: Control Line
Remit No 3:
Control Line Aerobatics
Remit No 4:
Rule 7.2d) of the NZMAA Flying Rules:
S e c t i o n
3 :
C O N T R O L
LINE SLOW COMBAT and new rule 7.2 i)
Date published in MFW:
September 10, 2019 (estimated)
Voting deadline:
Nov 10, 2019
Remit No 1
I vote for the remit
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TEAM SELECTION
F1D WORLD
CHAMPS

2020

IHLG

rule Change

In the last issue of MFW there was a proposal to update the NZ rules
for Indoor Hand Launch Glider.
The votes are now in - results are 18 in favor, and zero against. So with
that resounding approval we can declare the proposed change has
been successful and will now come into eﬀect with 1) this publication
here, and 2) approval by Council, which I expect will follow without any
problem.
The eﬀect of the change is to align the construction methods with the
international class F1N which allows materials apart from balsa, so
now you may use carbon fuselages and foam ﬂaps. You can build from
plans published overseas with conﬁdence that it will be valid and
comply in NZ.

This process is speciﬁc
to the F1D World
Championships, Slanic,
Romania, 17th - 20th
March 2020.

Conditions:
To be eligible for selection for the NZ team the following criteria will
apply
- Be a current member of the NZMAA/MFNZ, resident in New
Zealand, and approved by NZMAA Council.
- Have a current FAI competition license and be approved by the FAI.
- Have achieved the required Performance Standard below
- Team places will be awarded on the basis of the total of the best 6
ﬂight times made that meet the Performance Standard below.
- Irrespective of these Trials Scores “resident” New Zealand citizens
will have ﬁrst option on team places (resident is deﬁned as
someone living in New Zealand 185 days or more in the calendar
year in which the trials are held.)
Flying:
The year of 2019 is divided up into three time periods
May 1st to June 30th, July 1st to August 31st & September 1st to
October 15th
- Two qualifying ﬂight times are required from each time period.
- Times must be a minimum of eight minutes thirty seconds or above .
- A total of six times are required to be eligible for a team place.
- Overseas contest times may count.
- Flights must comply with the FAI rules for F1D.
Flight times are to be submitted to the FF Sig within one week.
Either by email at ﬀsig@modelﬂying.org or by post to David
Ackery, 19 Willcott St, Mt Albert, Auckland 1025
Please contact David Ackery, Dave Jackson (Northern) or Bill
Long (Southern) for more information and Trials dates and
locations

You can ﬁnd current designs on the internet in several ways
1)
Youtube, search “F1N”
2)
Google - search “F1N Plans”
If you need some plans of current designs I can email you some,
contact me at ﬀsig@modelﬂyingnz.org
Or if you want a kit, try here, http://jhaerospace.com/shop/page/3/
look for Cats’s Meow.
Building and ﬂying these models is not a given, they take good skills
and attentive work to build well, and then careful trimming is required to
release the full performance. If you have any questions or need advice
on building and ﬂying please contact me and I will try to help.
David Ackery
Sec FF SIG ﬀsig@modelﬂyingnz.org

CENTRAL AREA
FREE FLIGHT
TRIALS

Contact:
Paul Squires 021 029 94110
pwsquires@hotmail.com

September 14th
wind/rain date September 15th

November 9th
wind/rain date November 10th

October 26th
wind/rain date October 27th

December 7th
wind/rain date December 8th

2019

VENUE FOR ALL CENTRAL AREA DATES
RAYNER'S FARM, GLADSTONE RD, CARTERTON

approx. 0800 start

Scores count for Ffonz FAI Trophies.
Please advise organiser the day before if attending.

September 2019

Hopefully in this magazine will be a picture of a layout for Aggregate at
the coming Nationals. It is not to scale and may be adjusted on the day.
The important point is that we are all required to deal with risk. One of
the major risks is potential for someone being hit in the head with a
model, especially the temple, hence it will be compulsory to ﬂy with a
Helmet on. A cycle helmet is recommended. There are other risks for
example, propeller cuts from ﬂicking the prop or putting body parts into
the prop or launching a model into someone. Other things such as
bees, electric fences, uneven ground, barbed wire fences, your ﬁtness
to do the event, a safe ﬂying model that is trimmed properly and so on
are all things we need to be thinking about and do something about
where possible to reduce the risk of Harm. Please think about avoiding
Harm when ﬂying. We all have a responsibility to do so.
The Free Flight World Champs in October 2019 are getting closer and
a team practice/get together was held a few weekends ago in
Carterton. We now have some more helpers and it is shaping up to be
a really great event. While over there we hope to have plenty of
updates on social media for all to see.
The Sig is working on making the freeﬂight side of the National
Championships a good one with some careful arrangement of the
program to allow people to cross over from other disciplines, so if you
haven’t thought about attending start doing so now. Included in the
program will be a World Cup event, the “Tui Cup”as part of the FAI
combined event. Please make sure you have a current FAI licence for
the world Cup event if you are entering. Entry forms for this event will
be available soon.
Recently I ﬂew an event and matched the New Zealand Record. I
haven’t put in a claim but it is a learning curve for me. If you are running
a contest please have a record claim form available. It is a lot easier to
ﬁll out all the paper work at the time than trying to get signatures etc
later. The claim form is on the MFNZ website. A good idea would be to
have a list of all the records available for the classes being ﬂown at the
event.
Below is a proposal to amend the Free Flight Trials rules to allow 2
National Championships to qualify as Trials, which are actual contests
compared to other trials held in New Zealand. There has been
previous discussion on this subject and it is proposed to be voted on at
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The FF SIG AGM and if adopted will be part of the trials for 2020. The
10 days either side of January are to allow for some variation in
Nationals dates.

Proposal to Amend FF Trials rules

P

Spectators 25mtrs+

g

in

k
ar

Current rule
P.3 Trials shall be held during the calendar year preceding the intended
international event in classes F1A, F1B, and F1C.

Wind direction

To rule P3 add the following “For NZ Nationals only, the calendar year
is extended by 10 days either side of 1st January. This is to allow up to
two NZ Nationals to be included. All other events must fall within the
calendar year.

Standing time keepers wearing helmets

Reason
The Nationals is the only centralised contest left that is run in rounds.
We need to encourage ﬂying of this type.

Model direction ... keep out zone
20mtrs

Safety
Oﬃcer

Robert Wallace
FF SIG Chairman

Not to
scale

Flyers wearing helmets

Safety
Oﬃcer

Brieﬁng at least 1/2 hours before start
Stop all motors 5 minutes before
Warm up from 3 minutes to 30 seconds before start
Countdown 20 seconds to go
Competitors, timekeepers, CDs and Safety Oﬃcers must wear
a helmet
Everyone should be standing so to make it easier to avoid
models that may be coming toward them
All contestants must read, understand and sign the safety brief
Everyone must obey all directions given by the safety oﬃcer

Friday Evening: 7.00-10.00pm
INDOOR FLYING AT TSB STADIUM
$10.00 Landing Fee

Saturday: Pilot Brieﬁng 10.00am
FLOATPLANES AT LAKE RATAPIKO
$10.00 Landing Fee BBQ Lunch
Catered dinner lakeside $10.00
Sunday: Pilot Brieﬁng 10.00am
SPORT FLYING AT RC STRIP
FERNDENE BBQ Lunch
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Allan Knox
New Records

The records keep tumbling again this
issue. All have been set in NDC Soaring
events. Congratulations to all you high
achievers.

Pete Glassey (WMAC) just pipped Dave Griﬃn (CMAC) in ALES 200.
I had just accepted Dave’s Claim at 2591 points when Pete’s came
through with just 2 points more. Electric soaring is clearly well
supported and the F5J teams achievements in the Worlds in Slovakia
shows just how high the standard is here in NZ. Well done Joe, Rowdy
and Dave, ﬁrst in the F5J World Champs. Rowdy has been hunting
down those recently reopened winch launched class records and has
set a maximum possible score for ALES 123 as well.
Class D Thermal Formula 500
OPEN
18th May 2019
Kevin Botherway
Hawkes Bay Radio Flyers
Class M Thermal, ALES 200
OPEN
16th Jun 2019
Peter Glassey
Wellington MAC
Class N Thermal, ALES 123
OPEN
11th May 2019
Kevin Botherway
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Class O X5J Unlimited
OPEN
3rd Aug 2019
Garry Morgan
Marlborough Associated Modellers (Inc)

1499 pts
2593
1230
2456 pts

It’s one thing to set records ﬂying the fabulous high tech models from
the likes of Samba and Vladimir’s Models but quite another using
relatively low tech machines you have designed and built yourself.
Garry Morgan from Marlborough set his Class O record using his own
design. His club mate Rex Ashwell sent through a few words about
Garry and his achievements……..
………Here is a little more information about Garry’s model. While
most serious electric soaring competitors are buying ever more
sophisticated and expensive composite models, Garry has been
working away to create a low cost alternative and he’s succeeded
admirably as his latest model has shown. I think this is about version
ﬁve in the series as he has developed the concept.
The model is un-named; it’s 4 metre span, 1.35 Kg ready to ﬂy (less
than 5ozs / sq foot). The three piece wing has a foam core covered
with unused newsprint paper and Hobby King covering ﬁlm over that.
The main spar has a balsa web and carbon tow spar caps and the wing
joiners are also made from carbon tow. Wing section is MH32.
The fuselage is a simple balsa/ply square section structure.
Equipment used is mostly from Hobby King - Turnigy 3542 motor, 60

NDC RESULTS

Garry Morgan, Marlborough
Associated Modellers, with
his record holding own
designed ALES Glider.

Amp Turnigy ESC, variety of low cost servos and a 3S 1300 battery.
The whole thing looks a little unwieldy and a bit fragile, but it has stood
up to everything thrown at it so far. It climbs like a rocket under power,
is very well balanced in turns, penetrates surprisingly well and is
controllable at very low speed under crow braking. I’ve ﬂown it and I
was impressed - it’s a very easy model to ﬂy.
Garry is an interesting guy. He has been a modeller since he was a kid,
his father Bill, who was a local builder, was one of the main driving
forces behind the formation of MAMS back in the early 60s and I
remember Garry as a teenager building all kinds of unlikely models.
He subsequently became a builder himself and moved to Australia to
try to make his fortune and continued aeromodelling there, with some
success ﬂying control line stunt in the early days followed by all kinds of
RC models. He came home to Blenheim three years ago with a few
models amongst his gear and got talking to Allan Baker who told me
about him, so I got in touch and he’s been ﬂying with us ever since. He
hadn’t done much with model gliders but the competition appealed to
him and he ﬁtted right in with the others in the group.
When living in Australia Garry dabbled with hang gliders and microlight
aircraft and decided to build his own microlight, a venture that
ultimately grew into his own manufacturing business, Morgan
Aeroworks: Morgan Aeroworks - The Sky Is Not The Limit As you will
see from the website, they build some fairly smart aircraft with
outstanding performance - not bad for an ex-chippy turned self taught
aircraft designer/engineer.
Garry’s also an accomplished full size glider pilot and has been ﬂying
since around 1980 - his current ride is a DG400 with an up and go setup.

National Decentralised Competition

Refer http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/results.html for the monthly
results
This year’s NDC is going gangbusters. At the start of August we
already had 550 individual results in, that is equal to the number for all
of last year. Clearly you must all be enjoying these club events. Thanks
for the support.

Allan Knox,
12 Halladale Rd, Papakowhai, Porirua, 5014.
allan.j.knox@gmail.com. 021 747 950

Free Flight

23
1
2
3

Open Rubber
Paul Squires
Feilding Model Flying Circle
Graham Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle
Antony Koerbin Feilding Model Flying Circle

357
316
167

26
1
2
3
4

P30
Antony Koerbin
Paul Squires
Chris Murphy
Graham Lovejoy

349
177
169
58

Feilding Model Flying Circle
Feilding Model Flying Circle
Wellington M A C (INC)
Feilding Model Flying Circle

September 2019

28 Kiwi Power
1 Chris Murphy
30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Wellington M A C (INC)

Catapult Launched Glider
Antony Koerbin Feilding Model Flying Circle
Dave Jackson
Whangarei MAC (INC)
Paul Squires
Feilding Model Flying Circle
Graham Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle
Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
Sophia Bolton
New Plymouth M A C (INC)
Rod Brown
New Plymouth M A C (INC)

13
314
299
287
260
237
233
208

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Alec Fuller
Jo Fuller
Robert Bolton
Daniel Walker
Rachael Jackson
Tawhai Webby
Nathan Walker

34 Open Rubber
1 Dave Ackery
2 Linc Vincent

New Plymouth M A C (INC)
New Plymouth M A C (INC)
New Plymouth M A C (INC)
Whangarei MA C (INC)
Whangarei MAC (INC)
Whangarei MAC (INC)
Whangarei MAC (INC)

194
192
186
175
167
137
118

Auckland Free Flight Club
Tauranga M A C (INC)

778
719
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Open Rubber
3 John Butcher
4 Bernard Scott
5 Kyla Fisher

Tuakau MAC
Hamilton MAC (INC)
Tuakau MA C

356
336
256

36
1
2
3

Hamilton MoAC (INC)
Hamilton MAC (INC)
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc

360
214
196

Whangarei MAC (INC)
Christchurch M A C (INC)

233
221

Kiwi Power
Rex Bain
Rex Anderson
Rob Wallace

37 Open Glider
1 Dave Jackson
2 Lynn Rodway

81
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

38
1
2
3

FAI F1L Indoor Rubber
Dave Jackson
Whangarei MAC (INC)
Kay Long
Christchurch M A C (INC)
Bill Long
Christchurch M A C (INC)

1074
872
707

11
12

39
1
2
3
4
5

Coupe d'Hiver
Paul Squires
Graham Lovejoy
Lynn Rodway
Chris Murphy
Bruce Weatherall

Feilding Model Flying Circle
Feilding Model Flying Circle
Christchurch M A C (INC)
Wellington M A C (INC)
Christchurch M A C (INC)

333
240
222
220
146

14

40
1
2
3
4
5

Hangar Rat
Dave Jackson
Rachael Jackson
Graham Main
Les Greer
Phillip Cook

060 Whangarei MAC (INC)
060 Whangarei MAC (INC)
060 Whangarei MAC (INC)
Southland MAC
Southland MAC

294
193
153
136
114

41 Indoor Hand Launch Glide
1 Dave Jackson
Whangarei MAC (INC)

62.7

42
1
2
3

A1 Glider
Lynn Rodway
Chris Murphy
John Beresford

Christchurch M A C (INC)
Wellington M A C (INC)
Christchurch M A C (INC)

329
324
218

43
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

P30
Graham Lovejoy
L Murphy
Lynn Rodway
John Beresford
Chris Murphy
Bruce Weatherall
Stewart Morse

Feilding Model Flying Circle
Wellington M A C (INC)
Christchurch M A C (INC)
Christchurch M A C (INC)
Wellington M A C (INC)
Christchurch M A C (INC)
Christchurch M A C (INC)

330
266
248
223
221
118
79

46
1
2
3

Open Glider
Stewart Morse
Lynn Rodway
John Beresford

Christchurch M A C (INC)
Christchurch M A C (INC)
Christchurch M A C (INC)

313
221
58

47
1
2
3

FAI F1D Indoor Rubber
Dave Jackson
Whangarei MAC (INC)
Kay Long
Christchurch M A C (INC)
Neville Robinson Christchurch M A C (INC)

965
935
256

Soaring
79 Thermal D (F500)
1 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
2 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc

1499
1488

80
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

592
576
559
555
496
250
215

Thermal B (10 min)
Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
Ian Harvey
Christchurch M A C (INC)
Dave Grifﬁn
Christchurch M A C (INC)
Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
Clifton King
Wellington M A C (INC)
Keith Elliott
Wellington M A C (INC)
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13

15
16
17
82
1
2
3

Allan Knox,
12 Halladale Rd, Papakowhai, Porirua, 5014.
allan.j.knox@gmail.com. 021 747 950

ALES 123 Class N
Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1230
Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1227
John Shaw
Christchurch M A C (INC)
1204
Barry Hall
Wellington M A C (INC)
1151
Andrew Stiver
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1136
Brian Mogford
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1074
Allan Baker
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1038
Peter France
Christchurch M A C (INC)
1009
Phil Elvy
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
994
Peter Smith
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
990
Phil Pohio
Waimak Radio Flyers
971
Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Associated Modeller (INC)
968
Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
922
Garry Morgan
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
919
Carl McMillan
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
798
Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
697
Trev Faulkner
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
658

21

ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
Peter Glassey
Wellington M A C (INC)
2593
Dave Grifﬁn
Christchurch M A C (INC)
2591
Phil Elvy
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
2504
Garry Morgan
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
2480
Carl McMillan
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
2432
ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7) continued
Peter France
Christchurch M A C (INC)
2399
Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
2296
Ian Harvey
Christchurch M A C (INC)
2258
Barry Hall
Wellington M A C (INC)
2166
Alec Taylor
Christchurch M A C (INC)
2124
Ken McMillan Christchurch M A C (INC)
2061
Keith Elliott
Wellington M A C (INC)
2013
Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
1944
Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1921
Lee Kleynhans Wellington M A C (INC)
1812
Brian Mogford Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1729
Peter Smith
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1712
Trev Faulkner Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1547
Allan Baker
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1515
Trevor Glogau Wellington M A C (INC)
1307

83
1
2
3
4
5
6

F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
Peter Williams Wellington M A C (INC)
Pete Glassey Wellington M A C (INC)
Clifton King
Wellington M A C (INC)
Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
Keith Elliot
Wellington M A C (INC)
Warren Witcher Wellington M A C (INC)

4
5
82
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1909
1863
1493
1268
1086
887

84 ALES Radian Class P
1 Peter Glassey Wellington M A C (INC)
1408
2= Garry Morgan Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1359
2= Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1359
4 Ian Harvey
Christchurch M A C (INC)
1317

5

19

Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1315
Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1290
Brian Mogford Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1279
Peter France
Christchurch M A C (INC)
1275
Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
1264
Clifton King
Wellington M A C (INC)
1261
Carl McMillan Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1224
Trev Faulkner Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1202
Peter Smith
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1201
Keith Elliott
Wellington M A C (INC)
1174
Greg Findon
Palmerston North Aeroneers (INC)
1119
Len Ruby
Palmerston North Aeroneers (INC)
987
Bruce Woodﬁeld Palmerston North Aeroneers (INC)
907
Trevor Glogau Wellington M A C (INC)
868

86
1
2
3

Thermal A (Open)
Peter Deacon Wellington M A C (INC)
Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
Clifton King
Wellington M A C (INC)

87
1
2
3

FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores )
Alec Taylor
Christchurch M A C (INC)
1813
Ian Harvey
Christchurch M A C (INC)
1778.5
Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1637.5
Phil Elvy
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1550.5
Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1539.5
Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
1437
Carl McMillan
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1176.5
Garry Morgan
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1174.5
Trev Faulkner
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1121
Phil Pohio
Waimak Radio Flyers
985
Allan Baker
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
937
Brian Mogford
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
770.5

6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Phil Elvy

1354
1252
1159

88 ALES 123 Class N
1 Peter Deacon
Wellington M A C (INC)
1227
2 Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1226
3 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
1218
4 Phil Elvy
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1198
5 Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1138
6 Barry Hall
Wellington M A C (INC)
1064
7 Carl McMillan
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
1025
8 Clifton King
Wellington M A C (INC)
995
9 Steve Blackman New Plymouth M A C (INC)
975
10 Justin Whalley
New Plymouth M A C (INC)
938
11 Alan Paulsen
New Plymouth M A C (INC)
871
12 Dave Bull
New Plymouth M A C (INC)
788
13 Brian Mogford
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
769
14 Trev Faulkner
Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC)
736
15 Allan Lawrence New Plymouth M A C (INC)
505
16 Gary Pool
New Plymouth M A C (INC)
407
17 Andy Dodson
New Plymouth M A C (INC)
394

Model Flying World

WANTED

Vintage
125 FF Vintage Precision
1 Dave Jackson
Whangarei MAC (INC)
2 Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C (INC)
3 John Beresford Christchurch M A C (INC)

263
229
210

128 RC Vintage and Classical Scale Texaco
1 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
2 Barrie Russell
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc

2300
895

129 RC Vintage Open Texaco
1 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
2 Barrie Russell
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc

1811
956

131 Vintage FF Catapult Glider
1 Graham Lovejoy Feilding Model Flying Circle
2 Paul Squires
Feilding Model Flying Circle
3 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
4 Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C (INC)

285
279
203
186

132 FF Nostalgia Power Duration
1 Rex Bain
Hamilton Model Aero Club (INC) 377
2 Stewart Morse
Christchurch M A C (INC)
279
3 Bruce Weatherall Christchurch M A C (INC)
265
4 Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C (INC)
240
134 RC Vintage Precision
1 Barrie Russell
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 800
2 Derek Barber
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 592
3 Warner Summerton Kapiti Aeromodellers Club (INC)
585
4 Grant Fulton
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 583
5 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
576
6 Bryan Treloar
Ashhurst Model Fliers
571
7 Terry Beaumont Kapiti Aeromodellers Club (INC) 563
8 Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 496
9 Joe Bradbury
Levin MAC (INC)
380
135 RC Vintage E Duration
1 Barrie Russell
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1321
2 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)
943
3 Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 908
4 Grant Fulton
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 904
5 Warner Summerton Kapiti Aeromodellers Club (INC)
663
136 FF Nostalgia Glider Duration
1 Roy Gunner
Christchurch M A C (INC)

214

137 RC Vintage and Classical Scale Texaco
1 Allan Knox
Wellington M A C (INC)

1680

138 RC Classical Precision
1 Stan Nicholas
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
2 Grant Fulton
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
3 Brett Robinson Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc

595
579
572

140 RC Sport Cabin E Texaco
1 Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C (INC)

862

September

2019

63" SPITFIRE WING, RM64 (Taylor),
RC1513 (Millingship) or similar.

Any reasonable condition. Pick up almost
anywhere between Masterton and Auckland
practicable.

Ph or email Peter. 06 378 2200 or 09 480 0195,
Email pjhunt31@hotmail.com
I would like to buy a second hand 35 FP OS 2
STROKE ENGINE if there is one out there
Steve Fox
027 689 8589
ZENOAH / QUADRA 38 or 46 Must be
complete and good condition.
Contact; anton_nikoloﬀ@hotmail.com
or 021 298 2123

FOR SALE

September

2019

SUPER DECATHLON 40 (Great Planes)
More than half the work already done:

Kit Includes:
- Fuselage/Wing/Tailplane mostly built
- Undercarriage
- Engine mount installed
- Cowling with detailed ﬁnish intake grid
- Canopy/windows in ﬁne condition
- Original plans, a bit aged but clear
- Decals
Price: $190
NOTE: No engine/RC gear/or covering
Been sitting there for quite some time, I just
never got around to ﬁnishing it.
WARNING: This is a highly aerobatic plane
which can put on a great display, but by no
means is it for a beginner. Apparently even an
experienced ﬂyer has a challenge on their hands
getting use to it. More photos available by
email.
CONTACT: Daniel Borland 021483967
danielborland41@gmail.com
Wingspan: 64 in (1625 mm)
Fuselage Length: 45 in (1140 mm)
Requires: 2-stroke .40-.46 or 4-stroke .48-.70
engine (or the electric equivalent)

LARGE
LARGE MODEL EVENTS
Non- members and turbine powered
aircraft are welcome.
Event Fees are:
Members $10
Non-members $20.

Taupo Model Fliers

14th
14th &
& 15th
15th September
September 2019
2019

why
why

NDC not give
it a go

September 2019

Alex
Alex Brodie
Brodie

brodieana@hotmail.com
brodieana@hotmail.com

New Plymouth MAC
9th
9th &
& 10th
10th November
November 2019
2019
Steve
Steve Blackman
Blackman

WANTED

shb@xtra.co.nz
shb@xtra.co.nz

FOR SALE
Page 49

64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014
airsailmac@airsail.co.nz
3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz
79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Robin Wallace
31 La Lena Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH 4410
06 354 0535
natgas@xtra.co.nz

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233
PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com
38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007 desr2727@gmail.com
13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE
06 868 4706 pandrg@xtra.co.nz
14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, No 6 RD
GORE
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz

48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway,
Kakanui R.D.4
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429
fly.kakanui@gmail.com

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889 alan48linda47@gmail.com

4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022
09 636 8439
amacsecretary@outlook.com

17. Hawera M.A.C.
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720 ted@pl.net

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com

35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199 mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz
49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com
8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Wayne Cartwright
8 Mirbeck Avenue
CAMBRIDGE 3434
07 949 4072 or 022 153 4679
rwcartwright4@gmail.com
82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452 jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180
Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298 info@ham.org.nz
40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556 l-j@xtra.co.nz
19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Mark McCrorie
20 Hawthorn Mews
RANGIORA 7400
020 4131 1440
kaiapoimac@outlook.co.nz
www.kmac.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue
ALEXANDRA
03 448 6919 avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896 mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041
03 348 8206 harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, RD 1
AWANUI
021 047 6314 bieribeach@gmail.com

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson,
307 Avonhead Rd, Avonhead,
CHRISTCHURCH 8042.
03 358 4022 jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633 paul.buckrell@gmail.com

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169 kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz
12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241 spencejs10@gmail.com
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20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230
09 407 8959 mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz
21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Jonathan Shorer
21 Emma Drive, RD 31
Waikawa Beach Rd LEVIN 5573
06 362 6313
lmacinc@xtra.co.nz

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

32. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Donald Selbie
90 Max Smith Drive
P.O. Box 181
TWIZEL
027 435 5516

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066
mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317
tierrich@gmail.com
66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Tony Pilmer
49 Catherine Cres
WHITIANGA 3510
07 866 2825
mbac@xtra.co.nz
72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605
brettrob@orcon.net.nz
24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200
nmacsecretary@outlook.com
25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Steve Blackman
027 481 2575
shb@xtra.co.nz
91. New Zealand Jet Modellers
Association (Inc.)
Rene Redmond
311 Newbury Line, Rd8
PALMERSTON NORTH 4478
021 245 2729 secretary@nzjma.com
29. NOCLASS M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com
26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Linda Gedye
65 Jean MacKay Place
Dairy Flat, RD 4 AUCKLAND 0794
09 421 0213
grantandlinda@xtra.co.nz
67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Amrat Kesha
nhmcinfo1985@gmail.com
98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379
tony@titanenergy.co.nz
27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alexander Houston
248 Airedale Road
OAMARU 9492
027 327 4499
alexander.w.houston@gmail.com27

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz
30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Clive Martis
48 Tennyson Avenue, Kelvin Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH
06 357 8832 or 021 844 323
clive.martis.27@gmail.com
66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260
rsloan@xtra.co.nz
31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221
ronw82@outlook.com
54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643
wardharber@xtra.co.nz
34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND
mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz
42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz
37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Bruce Simmons
07 348 7922
mary@redhen.co.nz
80. Rural Flying Corps
Doug Palmer
314 Racecourse Road
AMBERLEY 7482
027 213 9071 or 03 314 8988
84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4 ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz
62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow
33 Harper Street, Parkside
TIMARU
027 684 5832
gndellow@xtra.co.nz
39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431
graham.rose@langley.co.nz

Model Flying World

94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com
68. Walkworth Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
09 425 0446
somerset11@clear.co.nz

50. Thames Blackfeet M.A.C.
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road
Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932
09 428 6994
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz
88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033
dbsq17@gmail.com

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213
stu.goodare@gmail.com

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox,
52 Siena Place,
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692
(03) 310 6628

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
027 836 0423
gtec1963@gmail.com

44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott
41 Acornia Close
TAURANGA 3112
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810
06 370 4693
henderson.ihug@gmail.com

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying
Group
Ken Green
09 435 0989
greensacres@xtra.co.nz

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299
secretary@wmac.org.nz

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333
gramain@xtra.co.nz

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz
70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
Dave Evans
26 Mayor View Terrace
WAIHI BEACH 3611
07 863 5987
wbaymf@gmail.com
58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676
keith.ryman@akzonobel.com

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive
Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846
brent.holt@xtra.co.nz

59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade
Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223
daviespj00@yahoo.com
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NORTHLAND

ONE
STOP

MODEL & HOBBY
10 John Street,
Whangarei.
Tel/Fax 09 438 8778
Darryl Applegate

Come in and browse!

9.30am to 5pm Monday to Friday.
9.30am to 2pm Saturday.

R/C planes, boats, cars, including accessories.
APC, Du-Bro, Futaba, HiTEC, Ming Yang, O.S.,
SAB, Spektrum, Sullivan.Great Planes, Airsail,
E-sky, Kyosho Tamiya and more
Cool Power oil and nitro, and ready mixed fuel.
Great range of die-cast cars & plastic kits.
Trains, slot cars, modeling & scenery supplies,
paints & glues, and much more. Bring the family!
Gift vouchers available. Mail orders. Credit cards welcome.

Ask about our 10% discount for all NZMAA members!

onestopmodelhobby@xtra.co.nz

AUCKLAND
WATTS up hobbies
Electric Flight Specialists

A huge range of RC products on line

Scorpion - Parkzone - Dubro - Hitec
Solarfilm - Spectrum - MPJET - APC
Aeronaut - Tamiya - Align
Top Models - Multiplex - Depron
Contact John for any enquiries

09 233 4014
sales@wattsup.co.nz
www.wattsup.co.nz
SLIPSTREAM MODEL
RESTORATION WORKSHOP
200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND Bus/AH 09 275 5842

R/C Aircraft Specialists

PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz
Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,
Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!
Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

AUCKLAND

Specialists in plans from all top designs from
around the globe plus others less known
Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage
MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.
Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

CHRISTCHURCH
HENDERSON RACING
82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH
bigtrev@xtra.co.nz

Suppliers to the racing fraternity
Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,
Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

NEW ZEALAND

LASER CUT PARTS
Have you a project in mind but don't have the
time or desire to cut all the parts? I oﬀer a
drawing and laser cutting service of your
plan for parts making it easier for you so you
will be ﬂying sooner, for further information:
Email: cjpinternz@hotmail.com
Mob: 027 298 2016

Workshop Facilities:
Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats,
Canopy pressing, Latex moulding,
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls,
Radio & Accessories repairs

slipstream.models.workshop@gmail.com

At RC hobbies, we sell a range of
helicopters, planes, parts, fuel
and accessories.
We are the New Zealand dealer for RJX
and are well stocked with Thunder Tiger,
E Sky, E-flite and more.
We are continually growing our range
and looking for new and exciting products,
so keep checking our website regulary.
We sell premix nitro fuel and ship
nationwide with no extra dangerous
goods charges. We will
also blend to whatever mix you need.

Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz
EmaiI: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

WAIKATO
FRANKTON MODEL SHOP
Leading Model & Hobby Specialists

Open Saturday morning 9am-2pm.
Extensive range of Kits,
Engines, Radio Control Systems,
Spares and accessories
FULL BACK-UP SERVICE

NELSON
New Zealand Sales Agent for
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

299 Native Road Pukekawa 2696
Auckland
Ph: 09 233 4014
theteam@airsail.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products
Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon
props and many more.
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HOBBY CENTRAL
Top of the South Model Centre
13b McGlashen Ave, Richmond,
Nelson, NZ Tel/Fax 03 544 9111
Stockists of: Hitec, Futaba, JR Radios,
R/C, SC, OS, Super Tigre Engines,
GWS Systems & indoor equipment,
electric flight products & kits and
accessories from around the world

office@richmondvts.co.nz
Model Flying World

